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Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Regional Lung Function

with Fourier Decomposition - Method Development,

Reproducibility Assessment and Application in Patients

after Double Lung Transplant

Andreas Voskrebenzev

Hintergrund

Gegenwärtig wird die Lungenfunktion in der klinischen Routine entweder mit Spirome-
trie oder mit nuklearmedizinischen Bildgebungsverfahren überprüft. Ungeachtet vieler
intrinsischer Herausforderungen wurden viele Methoden zur Messung der Lungenfunk-
tion mittels Magnetresonanztomographie (MRT) entwickelt. Eine vielversprechende
Technik für die klinische Translation in naher Zukunft stellt die Fourier Dekomposition
(FD) dar. Die Vorteile dieser Methode sind die patientenfreundliche Akquisition in freier
Atmung, keine zusätzliche Anforderung an Hardware und eine relativ kurze Messzeit (1
Minute/Schicht). Deweiteren ermöglicht die gleichzeitige Messung der Ventilation (V)
und Perfusion (Q) mittels FD einen V/Q Scan ohne ionisierende Strahlung. Die Methode
basiert auf der dynamischen Akquisition und einer umfangreichen Bildnachverarbeitung.
Zunächst werden die aufgenommenen Bilder (∼ 3 Bilder/s) auf eine einheitliche Atem-
position registriert. Dann folgt die Fourieranalyse der Atem- und Herzfrequenzen zur
Berechnung der V- und Q-gewichteten Bilder. Obwohl die Methode bereits in gesunden
Probanden und Patienten validiert wurde, wurden Probleme bezüglich der Bildqualität
und Reproduzierbarkeit bei der Ventilation festgestellt.

Methoden

Um dieses Problem zu adressieren wird eine gruppenorientierte Registrierung (GOREG)
in Kombination mit einer Tiefpass-Filterbasierten Ventilationsberechnung (LIDA) vor-
gestellt und in 6 gesunden Probanden und einem Patienten mit chronisch obstruktiver
Lungenerkrankung (COPD) mit der konventionellen Methode verglichen.
Des Weiteren wird ein Spirometer parallel zur MRT Akquisition zur Messung der Re-
produzierbarkeit in 12 gesunden Probanden eingesetzt. Da die Reproduzierbarkeit vor
allem von der Variation des Tidalvolumens abhängt, werden zwei Methoden zur Tidalvol-
umennormalisierung entwickelt und analysiert. Während die erste Methode auf der
spirometrischen Messung beruht, wird bei der zweiten Methode die Registrierungsin-
formation ausgenutzt, um die Flächenänderung der Lunge für die gesamte Zeitserie zu
ermitteln.
Um die Sensitivität der FD gegenüber chronischen Transplantatversagen (CLAD) zu er-
mitteln, wird die Methode in 62 Patienten nach Doppellungentransplantation angewen-
det. Verschiedene Parameter wie beispielsweise das prozentuale Defektvolumen (VDP)
und der Quartilsdispersionskoeffizient werden für die Ventilationskarten ermittelt.



Zur Berechnung von dynamischen Ventilations- und Perfusionsparametern aus konven-
tionell aufgenommen Datensätzen wird ein neues Bildnachverarbeitungsverfahren (PRE-
FUL) vorgestellt. Dieses basiert auf der Verwendung einer Modellfunktion zur Rekon-
struktion von Respirations- und Herzzyklen mit einer erhöhten zeitlichen Auflösung.
Aus diesen Zyklen werden Time-to-Peak (TTP), V/Q und weitere Parameter für zwei
gesunde Probanden und drei Lungenpatienten abgeleitet.
Als Ausblick werden zwei mögliche Implementationen einer FD basierten 3D Ventila-
tionsmessung vorgestellt. Während für die erste Methode eine sagittale Aufnahme zur
Rekonstruktion eines pseudo 3D Datensatzes verwendet wird, wird für die zweite Meth-
ode eine 3D Sequenz mit Selbstnavigation verwendet. Beide Methoden werden mit der
konventionellen Aufnahmetechnik verglichen.

Ergebnisse

Durch den Einsatz der GOREG und LIDAModifikation konnten signifikante Verbesserun-
gen der Bildschärfe und des Parenchym-Gefäß-Kontrasts erzielt werden. Die Analyse der
Reproduzierbarkeit zeigte einen moderaten Determinationskoeffizienten R2 = 71% und
einen Intraklassen-Korrelationskoeffizienten (ICC) von 93%. Während die Spirometer-
messungen keine stabile Normalisierung ermöglichten, konnte die Reproduzierbarkeit mit
der Flächeninformation verbessert werden (R2 = 84%, ICC = 97%). Die FD Parame-
ter waren sensitiv gegenüber verschiedenen CLAD Schweregraden und dem Transplan-
tatüberleben. Die mit PREFUL abgeleiteten dynamischen V- und Q-Karten der Lun-
genpatienten waren in Übereinstimmung mit ultra-schnellen und selbstnavigierten FD
Aufnahmen, Computertomographie und dynamic contrast-enhanced MRT. Schließlich
wurde die Machbarkeit der beiden 3D Techniken zur Messung der Lungenventilation
demonstriert.

Konklusion

Zusammenfassend zeigt diese Doktorarbeit neuartige Methoden zur Verbesserung der
Bildqualität, Reproduzierbarkeit und Berechnung von dynamischen Ventilation- und
Perfusionsparametern. Durch die Anwendung in einem großen Patientenkollektiv wird
die klinische Relevanz der FD deutlich.



Magnetic Resonance Imaging of Regional Lung Function

with Fourier Decomposition - Method Development,

Reproducibility Assessment and Application in Patients

after Double Lung Transplant

Andreas Voskrebenzev

Background

Currently, functional lung assessment is a field of pulmonary function tests and nu-
clear medicine imaging. Despite many challenges, numerous approaches were developed
for pulmonary magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). One promising method for clinical
translation in the near future is the Fourier decomposition (FD) method. FD offers
a patient friendly free breathing acquisition, does not require additional hardware or
material expenses and is completed within reasonable time (1 minute / slice). At the
same time FD provides ventilation (V) and perfusion (Q) information, which is well-
suited for a V/Q scan without ionizing radiation. The FD method consists of dynamic
image acquisition and extensive post-processing. Firstly, the acquired image time series
(acquisition rate 3 images/s) is registered to an uniform respiratory state. Secondly,
Fourier analysis of respiration and cardiac frequencies can be used to calculate V- and
Q-weighted images. Although the method was already validated in volunteer and pa-
tient cohorts, problems with ventilation image quality and reproducibility were reported.

Methods

To address the problem of image quality, a group-oriented registration scheme (GOREG)
in combination with a low-pass based ventilation calculation (LIDA) is introduced and
compared with conventional FD in six healthy volunteers and a patient with chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).
Furthermore, a MRI compatible spirometer is used to analyze the ventilation repro-
ducibility in 12 healthy volunteers. Since the variation in tidal breathing is responsible
for low reproducibility, two methods for tidal volume adjustment are introduced and
evaluated. While the first method uses the spirometer measurement FD acquisition, the
second takes advantage of the registration information to calculate the lung area changes
during tidal breathing.
To test the sensitivity for detection of chronic lung allograft dysfunction (CLAD), FD
is applied in 62 patients after bilateral lung transplantation. Different parameters like
volume defect percentage (VDP) and quartile coefficient of dispersion are derived.

To enable the calculation of dynamic ventilation and perfusion parameters from conven-
tionally acquired FD, a post-processing based phase resolved functional lung imaging



(PREFUL) is introduced. To this end, complete respiration and cardiac cycles with en-
hanced temporal resolution are reconstructed using a sine model. Time to peak (TTP),
V/Q and further parameters are derived from these results for two healthy volunteers
and three patients with lung diseases.
As outlook, two possible implementations of a 3D FD-based ventilation measurement
are presented. While the first method uses a sagittal navigator for pseudo 3D recon-
struction of 2D data, the second uses a true 3D self-navigated acquisition. Finally, both
methods are compared with the 2D method.

Results

Significantly improved image sharpness and contrast were obtained with the GOREG
and LIDA approach in comparison to conventional FD in healthy volunteers and in
the COPD patient. The reproducibility analysis showed a moderate determination co-
efficient R2 of 71% and an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of 93%. While the
spiromter adjustment was unreliable, increased reproducibility was found after area ad-
justment (R2 = 84%, ICC = 97%). FD derived parameters could discriminate the sever-
ity of CLAD and predict graft survival. The artificially increased temporal resolution FD
showed results in concordance with ultra-fast or gated MRI, computed tomography and
dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI in patients with lung disease. Finally, the feasibility of
two 3D ventilation techniques was demonstrated.

Conclusion

In summary, this thesis provides novel methods for improved image quality and repro-
ducibility and also offers new ways of dynamic ventilation and perfusion quantification.
By successful application in a large patient cohort, the clinical relevance of the FD
method is demonstrated.
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1 Introduction

The Global Burden of Respiratory Diseases

Respiratory diseases cause a great global burden to society [1]. Chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) is the top three leading cause of death worldwide. The
5th and 7th place goes to lower respiratory infections and lung cancer, which is also
the cancer with the highest death toll. In terms of disability adjusted life years, lower
respiratory infection even rank the second place. Considering the category for years lived
with disability, the 10th place goes to asthma. In the clinical routine, the pulmonary
function test (PFT) (e.g. forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1)) is the main method
for diagnosis and staging of many respiratory diseases (e.g. GOLD staging for COPD [2]
or bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome (BOS) staging for chronic lung allograft dysfunction
(CLAD) [3]). Considering the regional nature of lung function decline, a global PFT
measurement is inherently limited regarding its sensitivity [4].

Routine Clinical Imaging

The regional assessment of the lung can be categorized into anatomical and functional
imaging. The routine anatomical imaging of the lung parenchyma consists of chest ra-
diography and computed tomography (CT) [5]. CT offers a high spatial resolution and
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and is the gold standard for morphological imaging. Using
the combination of inspiratory and expiratory scans [6], dynamic CT [7] or Xenon-
enhanced CT [8] it is also possible to measure the lung ventilation and e.g. detect air
trapping or emphysema. Nevertheless, CT remains limited in regard to radiation expo-
sure, especially in dynamic measurements, follow-up applications, children and pregnant
woman.
The nuclear medicine techniques of single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
and positron emission tomography (PET) employ the measurement of radiopharmaceu-
tical tracers distribution and are considered gold standard for ventilation and perfusion
scans (V/Q) [9]. Apart from the radiation exposure, these techniques suffer from low
spatial and temporal resolution.

Challenges of Pulmonary MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) does not apply ionizing radiation and offers high
spatial and/or temporal resolution. Nevertheless, MR imaging of the lung is inherently
challenging. Firstly, the lung parenchyma has a tenfold lower tissue density in compar-
ison with other body tissues. This leads to reduced SNR as well as long acquisition
times and low spatial resolution. Secondly, there is a significant susceptibility difference
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between oxygen and tissue. As a result of the local gradient fields, the local sub-voxel
magnetic field is highly inhomogeneous. This causes a rapid signal decay, characterized
by the transverse relaxation time T2*. Therefore, in order to acquire sufficient signal,
sequences with short echo times (TE < 1-2 ms) are mandatory. Thirdly, the respiratory
motion necessitates a fast, gated or breath-hold acquisition to avoid motion artifacts
[10].

Functional Assessment of the Lung with MRI

Despite the described challenges of pulmonary MRI, many acquisition strategies have
been developed during the last two decades. The most direct measurement is performed
using hyperpolarized gas MRI [11, 12]. Applying optical pumping and spin exchange,
the polarization of Xenon-129 or Helium-3 isotopes is increased by a factor of 100.000
in comparison with thermal equilibrium polarization. This compensates the reduced
density of the gas in comparison to tissue and also provides a high SNR in combination
with high spatial resolution. The measurement shows the gas distribution inside the lung
without any background signal. Typically, the imaging occurs in breath hold, but the
feasibility of dynamic single-breath [13] and multi-breath measurements [14] has been
demonstrated as well. Besides the measurement of gas spin density, it is also possible
to measure the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), which is a surrogate for alveolar
size[15]. Utilizing the signal loss due to paramagnetic molecular oxygen, it is also feasible
to quantify the alveolar oxygen partial pressure [16]. The high solubility of Xenon in
blood and lipid-rich tissue allows the measurement of the dissolved ratio of Xenon in
gas, red blood cell and tissue [17]. The major drawbacks of hyperpolarized gas imaging,
which currently impede the broad clinical translation, are hardware requirements, time
consuming preparation, side effects of Xe-129 and high gas cost of He-3.
Fluorine (F-19) imaging can be used to assess lung ventilation without hyperpolarization.
F-19 is the only stable isotope of fluorine, has a high gyromagnetic ratio similar to
hydrogen and is available as chemically inert fluorinated gas (e.g. sulfur hexaflouride
SF6). The short T1 time (≈1 ms) allows a rapid repetition of excitation pulses and signal
averaging, which compensates for the reduced spin density of the gas [18]. Being cheap,
almost insoluble in blood and without any known toxic effect, F-19 offers the unique
possibility to measure long wash-in or wash-out dynamics [19, 20]. The drawback of
F-19 imaging is the moderate SNR and hence low spatial/temporal resolution. Similar
to hyperpolarized gas MRI a dedicated F-19 coil is required.
Remarkably, the paramagnetic property of oxygen can also be used in favor of functional
imaging. By administration of pure oxygen the T1 relaxation rate is shortened due to an
increased number of dissolved oxygen in lung tissue and blood vessels. The concentration
change of oxygen in the alveolar gas also increases the magnetic susceptibility difference
and results in a T2* reduction. While the first effect is a compound surrogate for
diffusion, perfusion and ventilation, the second is expected to be a pure ventilation
surrogate. As acquisition strategy, turbo spin-echo sequences [21] and series of snapshot
fast low angle shot images were proposed [22]. The later was successfully applied in
a patient cohort after double lung transplant [23]. Recently, techniques using ultra
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short TE during free breathing for simultaneous T1 and T2* measurement [24] and
3D acquisition [25] were published. Further validation in patient cohorts is pending.
Drawbacks of the oxygen enhanced imaging is the possible discomfort caused by the
face mask for oxygen administration and extended total acquisition time due to wash-in
or wash-out.

Fourier Decomposition - State of the Art

In 2006 Zapke et al. introduced a new contrast-agent free hydrogen MRI method for
ventilation measurement on a low-field 0.2 T MR scanner. Combining a dynamic 2D
acquisition (1.2 s/image) of the lung during free breathing [26] with a non-rigid regis-
tration [27], the voxel time series is analyzed with regard to proton density changes in
the lung. Assuming an inverse relationship between lung volume and MR signal, the
knowledge of inspiration and expiration signal can be used to quantify the ventilation as
fractional ventilation (FV). Deimling et al. used a similar approach with a faster acqui-
sition (0.29 s/image) on a 0.35 T scanner [28]. The fast acquisition allowed to capture
the additional signal modulation, caused by pulsatile blood inflow. Due to the different
frequencies of cardiac cycle and respiration, ventilation- and perfusion weighted images
can be obtained by Fourier analysis. The adaptation of this method from low-field to
1.5 T by using an optimized sequence with shorter echo time [29] increased the interest
for the FD method.
During the next years FD was validated with different modalities and in different patient
cohorts: In a porcine model with SPECT/CT [30], in 34 patients with cystic fibrosis
(CF) with dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE) MRI [31], in porcine model with DCE MRI
and He-3 MRI [32], in 15 patients with non-small-cell lung cancer [33], in 65 patients
with suspected chronic pulmonary embolism with DCE MRI [34], in 12 patients with
COPD and 12 patients with bronchiectasis with He-3 MRI, CT and PFT [35], in 20
patients with asthma with He-3, Xe-129 and PFT [36].
Some studies concentrated on the improvement of the FD method or provided alterna-
tive approaches: Two studies proposed the wavelet decomposition (WD) to address the
respiratory and cardiac frequency variability [37, 38]. Wujcicki et al. demonstrated an
improved separation of perfusion and ventilation using a histogram-based construction
of low-pass and high-pass filters [39]. To avoid Fourier transform related calculation in-
accuracies, a matrix decomposition method was proposed [40]. A self-gated acquisition
scheme was proposed by Fischer et al. [41] and later applied by Veldhoen et al. in CF
patients for ventilation [42] and perfusion phase measurement [43]. Some studies concen-
trated on further optimization of the balanced steady-state free precession sequence [44,
45, 46]. A high temporal resolution FD (50 ms/image) with nonlinear reconstruction
was demonstrated to show delayed perfusion in a CF patient [47].
Kjørstad et al. applied the concepts from arterial spin labeling and fractional ventilation
[26] to quantify the perfusion- and ventilation-weighted FD [48, 49] and generated a FD
V/Q mapping [49].
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Thesis - Motivation and Goals

The advantages of FD can be summarized as follows:

1. The acquisition is carried out without a face mask in free breathing in a short
amount of time and does not require additional hardware or contrast agent.

2. By means of post-processing, ventilation and perfusion information is obtained,
which is well-suited for a V/Q mapping without ionizing radiation.

3. The ventilation- and perfusion-weighted results can be quantified.

However, especially the reproducibility and image quality of ventilation-weighted FD
results seems to be limited due to tidal volume variations between and during the mea-
surements [50]. Therefore the first goal of this thesis was to address this major issue.
The integration of specific ventilation frequency components assumes a constant respira-
tion rate and results in an averaged amplitude of all respiratory cycles with the selected
frequency. Consequently measurements with slightly different respiratory rates will not
contribute to the result. On the contrary, outliers, which occur within the frequency in-
tegration limits, will affect the result to a great extent. The calculation of the amplitude
in the time domain offers the possibility to discard such measurements and use mea-
surements regardless of their frequency. At the same time, it is still possible to suppress
the perfusion component by using a low-pass filter. For that reason a Low-Pass Imag-
ing of Dynamic Acquisition (LIDA) is proposed and compared with conventional FD.
Although the registration is a very important part in the FD post-processing, no study
addressed FD registration in depth. Considering the small variations between adjacent
images and the recurring lung positions during the FD acquisition, there is potential to
optimize the registration by using a step by step group-oriented registration (GOREG).
This registration scheme is compared with the conventional direct registration to an
intermediate lung inflation.
To verify the tidal volume as the main factor of ventilation weighted FD reproducibility,
the tidal volume was recorded with a MRI compatible spirometer during FD acquisition
in healthy volunteers performing different respiratory patterns. Furthermore, to increase
the reproducibility, two methods for tidal volume adjustment are proposed. Firstly, the
spirometer volume measurement can be used for this purpose. Secondly, the registration
information can be used to track the lung area changes and estimate global FV.
The next part of the dissertation deals with the application of the developed method in
a patient cohort after bilateral lung transplantation (LTx). Approximately 50% of the
patients are affected by chronic allograft dysfunction (CLAD) 5 years after LTx [51].
Due to a lack of viable alternatives, the forced expiratory volume in 1 s (FEV1) is still
the main tool for diagnosis [52]. Recently, promising results were obtained with oxygen
enhanced MRI in a cross-sectional study [23]. Similarly, the goal of this thesis was
to test whether FD is capable of detecting chronic lung allograft dysfunction (CLAD).
For this purpose seventy-two patients were enrolled in the study. Different parameters
like volume defect percentage (VDP) and quartile coefficient of dispersion (QCD) were
derived from FD.
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Ultra-fast and self-gated sequences show potential added value of phase sensitive FD [47,
43]. Nevertheless, advanced sequences and reconstruction techniques are not available
at all sites. In this thesis a post-processing method for extraction of dynamic ventila-
tion and perfusion information from conventionally acquired FD data is proposed. To
this end, a sine model was used to reconstruct complete respiration and cardiac cycles
with enhanced temporal resolution. Time to peak (TTP), V/Q and further parameters
are derived from these results for two healthy volunteers and three patients with lung
diseases.
Clinical applications of FD might require the acquisition of the whole lung. Apart from
long acquisition time and SNR inefficiency in comparison with a 3D acquisition, it is
not apparent how to combine the individual 2D slice acquisitions to one 3D data set.
Therefore, two possible approaches for a 3D ventilation measurement are presented in the
outlook of this thesis. While the first method utilizes a sagittal navigator for pseudo 3D
reconstruction of 2D data, the second method uses a true 3D self-navigated acquisition.
Finally, both methods are compared with the 2D FD.
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contributed with helpful discussion and helped to draft the manuscript.

In Context

Initially, a method for improved image quality using an alternative registration (GOREG)
and calculation scheme (LIDA) for FD is assessed. Using different combinations of the
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new and conventional approaches, the contrast resolution and image sharpness benefit
of GOREG and LIDA is demonstrated. The relevance of these method modifications
is further emphasized by the inclusion of a COPD patient and data acquired during
irregular respiration. In summary, a foundation for the subsequent studies is provided.
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FULL PAPER

Low-Pass Imaging of Dynamic Acquisitions (LIDA) with
a Group-Oriented Registration (GOREG) for Proton MR
Imaging of Lung Ventilation

Andreas Voskrebenzev,1,2 Marcel Gutberlet,1,2 Till F. Kaireit,1,2

Frank Wacker,1,2 and Jens Vogel-Claussen1,2*

Purpose: To compare low-pass imaging dynamic acquisitions

(LIDA) approach in combination with a group-oriented registration

(GOREG) scheme with conventional Fourier decomposition (FD).

Methods: Dynamic images of six healthy volunteers and one

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) patient were

acquired on a 1.5 Tesla scanner using a spoiled gradient echo

sequence. For the volunteers each slice was acquired during regu-

lar (RB) and irregular breathing (IB). For conventional registration

(CR), all images were directly registered to the intermediate respira-

tory position. For the group-oriented registration (GOREG) a group-

based step-by-step scheme was used. The registered datasets

were evaluated with FD and LIDA. The image quality was assessed

by image sharpness metric and parenchyma-vessel contrast. The

GOREGþLIDA and CRþFD results were compared with computed

tomography (CT) in a patient with COPD. To show feasibility of the

presented method at 3 Tesla (T), a healthy volunteer was included,

who was scanned at 1.5Tand 3T on the same day.

Results: Improved image sharpness (predominantly by

GOREG, P<0.0125) and contrast (predominantly by LIDA,

P<0.0125) were obtained for RB and IB. Synergetic improve-

ments were found for GOREGþLIDA. Hypoventilated regions

in the COPD patient calculated with GOREGþLIDA showed a

good agreement with emphysema identified by CT.

Conclusion: GOREGþLIDA can be used to calculate quantita-

tive ventilation images with improved image quality, which is

an important step toward clinical translation of this method.

The presented method is also feasible at 3T. Magn Reson

Med 000:000–000, 2016. VC 2016 International Society for

Magnetic Resonance in Medicine

Key words: Fourier decomposition; registration; ventilation

INTRODUCTION

Proton magnetic resonance Fourier decomposition (FD)
(1) provides ventilation-weighted and perfusion-weighted

lung imaging using data acquisition in free breathing

without the use of any contrast agent. Therefore, it is

especially suited for noncompliant patients (children,

patients not able to perform a breath-hold) and patients

with renal failure (2). Many studies showed the high

clinical relevance of FD by successful validation with the

respective gold or clinical standard, in different patient

cohorts and in animal studies (3–6).
Nevertheless, as reported by Lederlin et al, the breath-

ing pattern is more prone to variability than the cardiac

frequency and, therefore, resulted in lower image quality

of the ventilation-weighted images in comparison to

perfusion-weighted images (7). Considering additional

sources for variations like anxiety, cough, and advanced

course of disease, even larger variations should be

expected for patient cohorts and children. This challenge

needs to be addressed before ventilation-weighted FD

can be reliably applied in a clinical context.
The other big challenge of FD is the inherently low

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and image resolution of the

dynamic images due to low signal of the lung and the

required high temporal resolution. The successful

registration of these images raises a high demand on the

used algorithms, because the individual images often

lack a prominent structure inside the lung.
Different efforts have been already made to increase

the stability and quality of FD imaging: wavelet analy-

sis (8), advanced filter constructions (9), sequence opti-

mization (10,11), and matrix pencil decomposition

(12).
In this work, low-pass imaging of dynamic acquisi-

tions (LIDA) is proposed, which, contrary to conven-

tional FD, calculates ventilation-weighted images in

the time domain. This allows selecting appropriate

breathing cycles by retrospective gating for fractional

ventilation (FV) calculation. This is supposed to be

especially advantageous in cases of irregular breathing

(IB) patterns. Additionally, a group-oriented registra-

tion (GOREG) is introduced, which uses two FD spe-

cific facts. First, the periodic nature of respiratory

images can be used to determine groups of images,

which have a very similar respiratory state. Second,

the deformations in the image time-series occur gradu-

ally. Therefore, the aim of the study was to examine

if LIDA and GOREG improve image quality of

ventilation-weighted MR images compared with con-

ventional registration (CR) and FD for regular breathing

(RB) and IB patterns.
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METHODS

Subjects

The study was approved by the ethics committee and

written informed consent was obtained from all subjects.

Six healthy volunteers (two female; age range, 21–35 years)

without a history of chronic lung or cardiac disease and no

recent pulmonary event within the last 4 weeks were

examined. Additionally, one patient with chronic obstruc-

tive pulmonary disease (COPD) was included in the study

(female, age 68, FEV1 31%, GOLD Stage III). To show the

feasibility of the presented method at 3 Tesla (T), a healthy

volunteer was included, who was scanned at 1.5T and 3T
on the same day (see Appendix).

Imaging Procedure

All images were acquired on a 1.5T scanner (Avanto, Sie-

mens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) in head first supine

position. The imaging protocol for the volunteers included:

Three coronal slices, the mid slice centered on the trachea,

and two sagittal (right/left) slices were acquired twice using

a spoiled gradient echo fast low-angle shot (FLASH)

sequence (for further details see appendix), field of view

500�500mm2, matrix size 256� 192, slice thickness

15mm, echo time /pulse repetition time: 1.04 ms/3 ms, flip
angle 5 �, bandwidth 1500Hz/pixel, parallel imaging with

generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions

with acceleration factor of two, over a period of 1min for a

total of 200 images at a temporal resolution of 324 ms
While during the first examination the acquisition was

conducted during RB, for the second examination the vol-

unteer was instructed to perform an IB pattern simulating

a worst-case scenario for FD.
The sequence parameters for the spoiled gradient

echo acquisition of the patient were as follows: field of

view 500�500mm2, matrix size 128� 92, slice thickness

15mm, echo time / pulse repetition time: 0.82 ms/3 ms, flip

angle 5 �, bandwidth 1500Hz/pixel, over a period of 1min

for a total of 200 images at a temporal resolution of 280 ms.

The patient was asked to perform RB for four coronal

acquisitions. In addition to the MRI protocol, the patient

underwent a thorax computed tomography (CT) examina-

tion in inspiration on the same day (64-multidetector row
CT scanner LightSpeed VCT, GE Healthcare, Milwaukee,

WI).

General FD Postprocessing Settings

Initially, the first 20 images were discarded to ensure

that only images acquired during a steady state are used

in further analysis. To estimate the respiratory phase of

each image, a rectangular region of interest (ROI), cover-

ing the lower lung parenchyma, the diaphragm and liver,

was applied to the remaining images and averaged in

both spatial dimensions generating a diaphragm time

series dðtÞ with maxima during expiration (a low portion

of the lung within the ROI) and minima during inspiration

(a high portion of the lung within the ROI).
Excluding the large central vessels, lung parenchyma

was segmented using a manually chosen threshold fol-

lowed by manual corrections. The application of this

ROI to the registered images and a subsequent spatial
averaging was used to determine the mean signal time
series �sðtÞ and later, to calculate the mean FV in the ROI.

For Fourier transform (FT) from time to frequency
domain, the sample size was increased from 180 to 2048
using zero filling interpolation and a hamming window.
For further analysis, only the magnitude information was
used. Additionally, to ensure accurate peak integration,
a spline interpolation with a factor of 100 was applied to
the respective Fourier spectrum.

Registration

The registration was performed with the Advanced Nor-
malization Toolkit (13). Further details regarding the
parameters are provided in the appendix. For convention-
al registration, all images were registered directly toward
one fixed image in intermediate lung position. For the
group-oriented registration, averaging and step-by-step
registration was used. Further details are provided in the
following sections.

CR

The use of a reference image in intermediate lung position
is beneficial because it minimizes the deformations
between images to be registered and the reference image (1).
The time point of the diaphragm time series with least devi-
ation from its mean value provides the image in intermedi-
ate lung position. All other images are registered to this
image.

GOREG

GOREG can be divided in two registration steps. First,
an intragroup registration is performed. After averaging,
an intergroup registration is performed.

Based on the signal values of the previously calculated
dðtÞ, each image was assigned to 1 of 10 respiratory
states, extending from end-expiration to end-inspiration
(see Fig. 1). For an intraregistration, all images of one
group are registered to one image of the respective group.
By averaging all registered images of one group, an aver-
aged group image Mi is obtained. Then, deformation
fields are calculated for neighboring Mi in direction of
the intermediate state M5, e.g. M10->M9, M1->M2, etc.
(intergroup registration). The obtained deformation fields
are used to register all images to the intermediate state.
For example, the registration of one image in group M7

requires the application of three deformation fields
(intragroup registration)->M7->M6, M6->M5.

Conventional FD

FD in general requires at least three steps after image reg-
istration to calculate a FV map. The first step comprises
some kind of low pass filter to separate ventilation from
perfusion. After filtering, the signal amplitude of
ventilation is calculated. Finally, using the signal offset
(zero frequency component) the FV is obtained. In the
following, a description of what is considered a
conventional FD is given.

Filtering & Amplitude Calculation: An FT was applied
to the mean lung parenchyma signal �sðtÞ. The highest

2 Voskrebenzev et al.
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magnitude peak in the ventilation range (0.1–0.7Hz) was
set as the ventilation frequency. The integration limits
needed to obtain the area under the ventilation peak I
were determined by the frequencies with corresponding
magnitude of 5% of the peak value. Otherwise, in case
of interfering peaks, the doubled full width at half
maximum (FWHM) range was used for integration. These
limits were used to obtain I for each voxel.

Quantification: The zero frequency component (DC)
for each voxel was determined by averaging registered
images in the time direction. The FV was calculated for
each voxel by FV¼ 2I / (DCþI) (14).

Time Domain FD

In the following a description of LIDA is given.
Filtering: Instead of specific peak integration, a low pass

is applied in the Fourier domain to filter out signal varia-
tions caused by pulsatile blood. After FT of �sðtÞ, the promi-
nent peak in the ventilation range 0.1–0.7Hz with highest
frequency was used to determine the cut-off frequency.
The low pass filter was applied to the image time series
and to �sðtÞ.

Amplitude Calculation: Using the filtered �sðtÞ, a retro-
spective gating was used to determine the time points of
inspiration and expiration. A sliding window for expira-
tion or inspiration starts at the maximal or minimal sig-
nal value and moves toward the intermediate state while
counting the amount of acquisitions found within the
window. The width of the sliding window is determined
by the ratio of signal range r ¼ maxð�sðtÞÞ �minð�sðtÞÞ and
a free parameter n¼ 10. For example, the first expiration
window extends from max ð�sðtÞÞ to [max ð�sðtÞÞ -r/n]. and
moves with a step width of r/100 toward the intermedi-
ate state. The number of the acquisitions within the
windows n is further weighted by the distance to the
intermediate signal d as follows: w ¼ n � 2d=r. Thus,
images toward end-inspiration and end-expiration are
favored. The window with highest weighted number of
acquisitions is used as the effective expiration or

inspiration window and all images inside the window

are considered as expiration or inspiration images in fur-

ther analysis.
Quantification: Averaging the inspiration or expiration

images, the FV map was calculated according to Zapke

et al without the noise term FV¼ (Sexp-Sinsp) / Sexp (15),

with Sexp and Sinsp being the voxel signal values in the

averaged inspiratory or expiratory image.

Image Analysis

The time series acquired during RB and IB were motion

compensated using CR and GOREG and further analyzed

with FD and LIDA. Therefore, the following combinations

of methods were tested: CRþFD, CRþLIDA, GOREGþFD,

and GOREGþLIDA.
To evaluate the parenchyma-vessel contrast CPV, the

mean FV of the parenchyma ROI and of a large vessels

ROI was calculated and used in the following equation:

CPV ¼ ðFVParenchyma � FVVesselÞ=ðFVParenchyma þ FVVesselÞ (16).

Ideally, FVVessel is zero and CPV is equal to 1 and otherwise

CPV < 1.
The overall image sharpness was quantified based on two

assumptions. First, a sharp lung image will show small ves-

sels traversing the lung parenchyma. Second, the sharp

transitions between vessels and parenchyma will be

encoded in high spatial frequencies. Therefore, it is reason-

able to define an image sharpness metric (ISM) by calculat-

ing the fraction of high spatial frequencies in comparison to

all spatial frequency components in the lung after FT of the

FVmap (17).

Tidal Volume Adjustment

The inherent dependency of FV on the tidal volume

needs to be addressed if reproducible FV results are

desired for different breathing patterns. For this purpose,

the area adjustment method as described by Voskreben-

zev et al (18) was applied.

FIG. 1. Schematic overview of the

group-oriented step-by-step registra-

tion. The images in each group are regis-

tered to one image in the respective

group and averaged to one group image

(rectangle). A step-by-step registration is

performed toward the intermediate state

(group image 5).
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CT Analysis

A dedicated lung CT software (MeVisPULMO 3DV
R

,

Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen, Germany) was used to auto-

matically exclude bone and soft tissues and to separate

the lungs from the tracheobronchial tree and other

nonpulmonary structures (19). Emphysematous regions

in the lung parenchyma were defined as Hounsfield unit

(HU) values< -950 HU in inspiration (20). For CT image

analysis, the FD slice positions were matched with the

CT acquisition in inspiration using a landmark-based

algorithm. Then, the CT images were averaged to match

the FD slice thickness and visually compared with the

coronal ventilation-weighted MR images with CRþFD

and with GOREGþLIDA postprocessing.

Statistical Analysis

A paired Wilcoxon rank-sum test was conducted for the

ISM and CPV parameters using the results all measure-

ments evaluated with CRþFD versus GOREGþFD

(GOREG benefit), CRþFD versus CRþLIDA (LIDA bene-

fit), CRþFD versus GOREGþLIDA (overall benefit), and

CRþFD (RB) versus GOREGþLIDA (IB) (stability benefit).

According to Bonferroni, the significance level of 0.05

was adjusted to 0.0125.
To test for general differences in the image quality of RB

and IB acquisition, for all methods, a paired Wilcoxon rank-

sum test was conducted [CRþFD (RB) versus CRþFD (IB)

etc.]. For this purpose, a significance level of 0.05 was set.
The reproducibility of FV (five slices during RB versus

five slices during IB) and area adjusted FV was assessed

by calculation of the coefficient of variation from m
duplicate measurements x1,i and x2,i:

CV ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Pm
i ðx1;i � x2;iÞ

2

2m

s

�Pm
i x1;i þ x2;i

2m
: [1]

Image metrics for different subjects and slices were

summarized using median and interquartile range.

RESULTS

Registration

The registration of one slice (200 images) took 55 (49-62)

min for the CR [median (min–max)] and 56 (40-79) min

for the GOREG on a 3.4 GHz Inter Core i7 with 32GB

1600 MHz DDR3. The difference was not significant

(P¼ 0.82, paired Wilcoxon signed rank test).
Figure 2 shows exemplary Jacobian determinants of

the deformation fields obtained with CR and GOREG for

RB and IB. The Jacobian determinant is an intuitive con-

sequence of the deformation; it depicts the relative vol-

ume change for each voxel. Therefore, it is expected to

obtain values> 1 in the lung for a registration of

FIG. 2. Results of CR and GOREG from expiration to intermediate respiratory position displayed as Jacobian determinant. Red regions

indicate volume shrinkage inside the lung parenchyma. Note the more homogenous results of GOREG in comparison to CR.

4 Voskrebenzev et al.
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expiration toward intermediate state. The GOREG results

are in accordance with this expectation. On the other

hand, CR shows regions with unexplained volume

shrinkage, which is an indication for an inaccurate regis-

tration for the IB.

Filtering Analysis

While for RB one frequency component analysis is ade-

quate, many low frequency components are required, as

shown by the low pass filtered time-series, to accurately

reproduce the IB (Fig. 3).

General Image Quality

GOREG primarily increased image sharpness in compar-

ison to CR (the median ISM significantly increased

by 14.4%/25.1% for RB/IB, see Table 1). LIDA primarily

increased parenchyma-vessel contrast in comparison to

FD (the median CPV significantly increased by 45.4%/

FIG. 3. Spectra and time-series obtained with FD and LIDA method for an RB (a,b) and IB (c,d) data set. The spectrum of the RB dataset

has a single prominent ventilation peak. The comparison of the low pass filtered signal and peak integration frequency components of

conventional FD in the time domain representation shows little differences and reflects minor irregularities of the respiratory cycle in free

breathing. The spectrum of the IB dataset shows several peaks in the frequency range of ventilation. The highest peak is found for a low

frequency (0.1 Hz). The time domain representation shows that this frequency component (used for FD) captures a slow modulation of

the respiratory depth. Only by using additional frequency components, shown in the low pass filtered time-series, the IB can be

accurately reproduced.
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130.6% for RB/IB). Figure 4 shows one exemplary result

for RB. Best image quality was obtained by the combi-

nation of GOREGþLIDA (CPV with increases over

100%).

Effects of IB

Generally, both image quality metrics were significantly

reduced for IB in comparison to RB for all methods (see

Table 1). Nevertheless, CPV was significantly higher

(P¼ 0.0011) for GOREGþLIDA (IB) in comparison to

CRþFD (RB), while ISM showed no significant (P¼ 0.61)

difference for these measurements.

Comparison of Sagittal and Coronal Results

The increase in CPV for CRþLIDA versus GOREGþLIDA,

was more apparent for sagittal slices in comparison to

coronal results (see Table 1).

FV

The highest FV differences were found for IB between FD

and LIDA (�factor of 2). Considering RB and IB measure-

ments as duplicate measurement of the same slice a

CV> 35% was obtained for all methods. After area adjust-

ment, a CV of 22% was obtained for GOREGþLIDA, followed

by 25% for CRþLIDA, 38% for CRþFD, and GOREGþFD.

Table 1

Median and Interquartile Range of ISM, CPV, FV, and Area Adjusted FV for Coronal (C), Sagittal (S), and All Slices (A) Acquired during

RB and IB Evaluated after CR and GOREG and FD and Low-Pass Imaging of Dynamic Acquisitions (LIDA) Post-processinga

ISM Benefit

CRþFD GOREGþFD CRþLIDA GOREGþLIDA GOREG LIDA Overall

RB C 21%[2%] 24%[2%] 23%[1%] 26%[4%] 14.1% 6.3% 21.5%

S 24%[4%] 27%[4%] 25%[5%] 30%[4%] 13.5% 6.7% 25.5%

A 22%[3%] 26%[3%] 24%[3%] 27%[4%] 14.4% 6.6% 22.8%

P Value¼ 6.64E-04b 3.18E-06b 1.80E-05b

IB C 18%[5%] 22%[1%] 18%[5%] 22%[1%] 21.6% 0.9% 21.4%

S 19%[6%] 23%[5%] 19%[10%] 23%[5%] 23.5% 2.9% 21.5%

A 18%[5%] 23%[2%] 18%[7%] 23%[2%] 25.1% 2.1% 24.8%

P Value¼ 8.19E-05b 7.52E-02 2.83E-04b

CPV Benefit

CRþFD GOREGþFD CRþLIDA GOREGþLIDA GOREG LIDA Overall

RB C 17%[6%] 22%[4%] 27%[5%] 42%[10%] 26.5% 52.5% 139.3%

S 12%[9%] 15%[11%] 13%[4%] 28%[15%] 25.4% 8.9% 139.2%

A 14%[8%] 19%[7%] 20%[3%] 35%[7%] 36.7% 45.4% 146.4%

P Value¼ 1.48E-04b 5.29E-04b 1.92E-06b

IB C 8%[7%] 9%[14%] 18%[10%] 28%[15%] 22.8% 138.6% 270.7%

S 4%[6%] 9%[9%] 5%[6%] 17%[11%] 163.8% 52.8% 373.6%

A 6%[7%] 10%[10%] 13%[8%] 24%[9%] 85.0% 130.6% 333.4%

P Value¼ 3.41E-05b 3.72E-05b 2.13E-06b

FV

CRþFD GOREGþFD CRþLIDA GOREGþLIDA

RB IB RB IB RB IB RB IB

C 11%[5%] 14%[6%] 12%[4%] 15%[6%] 14%[3%] 25%[12%] 17%[1%] 31%[6%]

S 10%[6%] 17%[8%] 12%[4%] 18%[6%] 15%[6%] 25%[15%] 18%[3%] 28%[12%]

A 11%[5%] 16%[6%] 12%[5%] 17%[6%] 15%[5%] 27%[9%] 17%[2%] 30%[9%]

CV 41% 35% 48% 48%

Area adjusted FV

CRþFD GOREGþFD CRþLIDA GOREGþLIDA

RB IB RB IB RB IB RB IB

C 87%[53%] 66%[34%] 131%[39%] 97%[19%] 98%[18%] 96%[24%] 109%[31%] 101%[28%]

S 94%[56%] 146%[29%] 107%[46%] 135%[41%] 85%[23%] 121%[34%] 94%[19%] 125%[6%]

A 90%[57%] 99%[15%] 118%[43%] 106%[20%] 93%[22%] 112%[37%] 103%[29%] 110%[29%]

CV 38% 38% 25% 22%

aBenefit is defined as the difference between CRþFD and GOREGþFD (or CRþFD and CRþLIDA or CRþFD and GOREGþLIDA) divided

by the metric measurement of CRþFD. P values were derived from paired Wilcoxon signed rank test for all measurements using

Bonferroni adjustment for three comparisons. Additionally, the coefficient of variation (CV) for duplicate measurements is provided as a

measure of reproducibility of FV and area adjusted FV for RB and IB.
bSignificant P<0.0125.
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Application in COPD

The COPD patient results showed a very good visual
agreement between hypoventilated regions in the FV
map obtained with GOREGþLIDA and emphysematous
regions on CT (Fig. 5) for all four coronal slices. In
comparison, the FV maps obtained with CRþFD did
not visually depict the emphysematous regions quanti-
fied on CT.

3T

The presented approach using a GRE-FLASH sequence is

also feasible at 3T (see Appendix and Fig. 6).

DISCUSSION

In this study, a new method for FD registration and

ventilation-weighted image calculation is described and

FIG. 4. FD and LIDA FV maps of one coronal posterior slice acquired during RB using the CR (left column) and proposed registration

(GOREG) (right column). The first column shows averaged time series after registration. The second/third column shows the results

obtained with FD/LIDA.
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compared with conventional FD postprocessing in a volun-
teer cohort and in one COPD patient. The main results of
this study are: image sharpness was improved by a group-
oriented step-by-step registration and lung parenchyma-
vessel contrast was increased by SNR optimized retrospec-
tive gating in the time domain in combination with a low
pass filter. The COPD patient results showed a very good
visual agreement between hypoventilated regions in the FV
map obtained with GOREGþLIDA and emphysematous

regions on CT, while this was visually not evident using the
CRþFD method. This shows that these image quality
improvements are also highly relevant in a clinical context.

Registering single images of a similar respiratory
phase and averaging these co-registered images
increases the SNR and the need for large displacements
is avoided by a step-by-step registration scheme. This
strategy leads to a superior performance of GOREG com-
pared with CR.

FIG. 5. Coronal FV maps from posterior to anterior obtained with CRþFD (15) and GOREGþLIDA (middle) of a COPD GOLD stage III

patient (FEV1 31%) in comparison to corresponding CT slices in inspiration (bottom) with emphysema classified by Hounsfield units

(HU) below -950. Note the good visual agreement between hypoventilation on the GOREGþLIDA FV map and emphysema on CT (red).

FIG. 6. Low-pass imaging of dynamic acquisitions of the same subject on a 1.5T (a) and 3T (b) scanner using a spoiled gradient

echo sequence. Although (b) shows a somewhat reduced signal-to-noise ratio, additional edge preserving filtering (c) can establish a

sufficient image quality even on a 3T scanner in this case.

8 Voskrebenzev et al.
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Discarding phase information in Fourier analysis

might be one reason for the poor parenchyma–vessel
contrast of FD in comparison to LIDA. Regions of no

ventilation like vessels have no frequency component
in the frequency region of ventilation except noise.

However, by using magnitude in the frequency
domain, the noise coherently adds to the signal;

therefore, vessels appear brighter on the ventilation

maps using the FD method. In the time domain,
phase differences in the frequency domain correspond

to a time shift. Because, only real part is used in time
domain, noise signal adds with random time shift

and, therefore, with a decreased amplitude compared
with using the magnitude signal.

The large increase of CPV for GOREGþLIDA in compar-

ison to CRþLIDA for the sagittal slices can be explained
by the orientation of the vessels. On the sagittal view,

the vessels traverse nearly perpendicular through the

imaging plane and, therefore, are less prominent than on
the coronal view. In these cases, a good registration is of

even more importance to distinguish between parenchyma
and vessel.

Like expected, the IB negatively affected the image

quality. Nevertheless, the performance of GOREGþLIDA
in a worst-case scenario was at least as good as CRþFD

in an optimal scenario, which is an indication for the

stability of the proposed method. Furthermore, for IB,
the analysis of the different frequency components of

respiration and large FV differences between FD and
LIDA brings up the question whether it is always mean-

ingful to use the amplitude of the highest peak for FV
quantification. Recently, the tidal volume variability was

identified as the main limiting factor of FV and how to
improve reproducibility using lung area measurements

was shown (18). The application of this method

improved the reproducibility of the LIDA method, but
failed in connection with FD.

These differences in reproducibility performance

might be due to integration of a single peak in a multi-
ple peak spectrum, which will introduce effects unrelat-

ed to the true tidal volume. Combination of several
respiratory peaks to calculate the appropriate signal

amplitude is problematic, as it requires considering its

phase. Unlike FD, LIDA circumvents this problem by
not relying on the selection of a specific frequency, but

searching for signal amplitudes corresponding to
respiratory volumes occurring most often during data

acquisition.
The presented approach using a GRE-FLASH

sequence is also feasible at 3T as shown in a normal

volunteer (Appendix). This could be a potential advan-
tage compared with a GRE balanced steady-state free

precession (bSSFP) -based approach (21). However,

the reproducibility of this method at 3T needs to be
further explored.

In conclusion, tidal volume adjusted ventilation using

GOREGþLIDA generates reproducible results for most
diverse breathing patterns, which will be especially ben-

eficial for serial patient monitoring. The improved image
quality of the ventilation images is an important step for

clinical translation of this method.

APPENDIX

Abbreviations and Symbols

COPD chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

CPV parenchyma-vessel contrast

CR conventional registration

CV coefficient of variation
�d mean diaphragm signal time series

d signal distance to the intermediate signal

DC zero frequency component

FD Fourier decomposition

FT Fourier transform

FV fractional ventilation

FVparenchyma mean fractional ventilation in a lung

parenchyma region of interest

FVvessel mean fractional ventilation in

major lung vessels

GOREG group-oriented registration

I integration value of ventilation peak

IB irregular breathing

ISM image sharpness metric

LIDA low-pass imaging of dynamic acquisitions

m number of duplicate measurements

n free parameter of retrospective gating

r signal range of mean lung parenchyma signal

RB regular breathing

ROI region of interest
�s mean lung parenchyma signal

Sexp signal in expiration

Sinsp signal in inspiration

w weight as a function of signal distance to

the intermediate signal

x1,i first measurement i

x2,i second measurement i

Nonrigid Registration with Advanced Normalization Toolkit

The registration was performed with the freely available
Advanced Normalization Toolkit (13). A symmetric dif-
feomorphic registration was carried out with a cross-
correlation metric and the following parameters: gradient
step 0.25, update field variance in voxel space 1, total
field variance in voxel space 0.25, metric radius
24, convergence parameter 100� 100� 80� 40/1e-6/10,
shrink parameters 8� 4� 2�1, smoothing parameters
3� 2� 1�0. To account for possible translations, rota-
tions, scaling, and shearing, rigid and affine transforma-
tions were carried out before the nonrigid transformation.
For all transformations, a rough lung mask was used to
reduce the amount of necessary computations and allow a
faster convergence.

Application of LIDA and GOREG on a 3T System

It is conventional to use a bSSFP sequence for FD acqui-
sition. Despite current developments (11,21), which
increased lung tissue signal and reduced banding arti-
facts FD MRI is still limited at 3T. This can be explained
by increased susceptibility effects and increased specific
absorption rate, which limits the maximal achievable
flip angle (21). Because spoiled gradient echo is less
prone to susceptibility effects and uses small flip angles
it might be advantageous to use this sequence for FD at
3T. Figure 6 shows exemplary results for one healthy
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volunteer obtained on a 1.5T (a) and 3T (b) scanner
(same sequence settings as 1.5T, except for a reduced
TE¼ 0.88 ms) and evaluated with GOREGþLIDA. It is
evident that SNR is somewhat reduced on the 3T ventila-
tion map. Therefore, edge-preserving guided image filter-
ing (22) was applied before LIDA analysis. For this
purpose the registered images were averaged and used as
guided image to filter each individual image. Figure 6c
shows the result of this analysis. This example shows
that it is feasible to obtain ventilation images of a suffi-
cient quality even on a 3T scanner using GOREGþLIDA
in combination with guided image filtering.
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In Context

Apart from image quality, high reproducibility is an important criteria for clinical trans-
lation. Therefore the reproducibility of the improved FD method is assessed in 12
healthy volunteers. For the first time a MRI compatible spirometer is used to measure
tidal breathing during FD acquisition. Moreover the registration information is applied
to a lung mask to calculate the lung area for each acquisition. Using both parameters
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a method for global ventilation estimation and tidal breathing adjustment is demon-
strated. Applying area-based adjustment, an increased reproducibility and decreased
inter-subject variability is achieved.
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FULL PAPER

Reproducibility of Fractional Ventilation Derived by
Fourier Decomposition after Adjusting for Tidal Volume
with and without an MRI Compatible Spirometer

Andreas Voskrebenzev, Marcel Gutberlet, Lena Becker, Frank Wacker, and

Jens Vogel-Claussen*

Purpose: To reduce the influence of tidal volume on fractional

ventilation (FV) derived by Fourier decomposition (FD).

Methods: Twelve volunteers were examined on a 1.5 Tesla

scanner. Spoiled gradient echo imaging of coronal and sagittal

slices of the lung were performed. The tidal volume variations

between different acquisitions were studied by reproducibility

and repeatability measurements. To adjust the FV derived by

FD for tidal volume differences between the measurements,

during all acquisitions, the lung volume changes were meas-

ured by a spirometer and used to calculate a global FV

parameter. As an alternative, using the FD data, the lung area

changes were calculated and used for the adjustment.

Results: Reproducibility analysis of unadjusted coronal FV

showed a determination coefficient of R2 ¼ 71% and an

intraclass correlation coefficient of ICC ¼ 93%. Differences

in the measurements could be ascribed to different tidal vol-

umes. Area adjusted values exhibited an increased R2 of 84%

and a higher ICC of 97%. For the coronal middle slice/sagittal

slices in free breathing, the inter-volunteer coefficient of varia-

tion was reduced from 0.23/0.28 (unadjusted) to 0.16/0.20

(spirometer) or 0.12/0.13 (area).

Conclusion: The calculation of lung area changes is sufficient

to increase the reproducibility of FV in a volunteer cohort avoid-

ing the need for an MRI compatible spirometer. Magn Reson

Med 000:000–000, 2015. VC 2015 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: lung; ventilation; Fourier decomposition; tidal

volume; spirometer

INTRODUCTION

Ventilation is one of the main functional lung parameters
and is used to evaluate the progression of lung diseases
and response to therapy. Spirometry offers a wide range
of static and dynamic ventilation parameters, but shows
an operator and subject dependent repeatability (1).
Especially, the lack of regional information demands for

better alternatives. Because clinically established meth-
ods for regional assessment of lung ventilation are based
on inhalation of radioactive gases and aerosols and have
a rather low spatial and temporal resolution, MRI is of
growing interest.

In nonproton based pulmonary MRI, hyperpolarized
gases can be used to directly show lung ventilation.
Such investigations require expensive hyperpolarizer
units, custom-built coils and additional preparation time
because the storage of hyperpolarized gas is limited due
to T1 relaxation (2–4). Alternatively, the paramagnetic
T1 shortening effect of oxygen can be used to assess
regional lung ventilation with oxygen-enhanced 1H MRI
(5). This shortening is caused by dissolved oxygen in
lung tissue and blood vessels. Therefore, this effect also
depends on lung perfusion and oxygen diffusion and is
not only a measurement of ventilation.

Fourier decomposition (FD) is a proton-based MRI
method allowing to obtain perfusion and ventilation
weighted images within the same acquisition (6). The
approach does not rely on any contrast agent but on the
dynamic acquisition of breathing cycles.

Because FD is performed in free breathing, this method is
especially valuable for respiratory-compromised subjects.
Therefore, without the need for further equipment with an
easy handling and a patient friendly acquisition FD is a
promising method for clinical use in the near future.

Since its introduction, several studies compared the
FD with established methods such as DCE, SPECT/CT,
and hyperpolarized 3He in animals and patient cohorts
(7–10). Overall, a good agreement between FD and the
respective gold standard was found in all studies.

A method to quantify perfusion from FD data has been
demonstrated (11). Introducing the fractional ventilation
(FV) for FD imaging, also the ventilation can be quanti-
fied (11,12).

However, the tidal volume influences the absolute
ventilation value (see Figure 1) and therefore increases
the variability of repeated measurements. In accordance,
in a reproducibility study of FD imaging in healthy vol-
unteers, Lederlin et al found a higher inter and intra-
subject variability in the ventilation measurements in
comparison to the perfusion measurements (13).

It is reasonable to assume that the described problem
will be of even more importance when dealing with
patients, who are likely to change their free breathing
amplitude and frequency depending on the course of dis-
ease in addition to intra-day and day to day variations.
Different levels of anxiety are also likely to influence the
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breathing behavior for patients as well as for healthy
subjects.

The aim of this work is to investigate whether it is

possible to reduce the variability in a volunteer cohort

by adjusting for tidal volume. For this purpose, a method

based on lung area dynamics and a method based on

real-time spirometer measurements were developed and

evaluated.

METHODS

Both specific ventilation (SV) defined as the ratio of peri-

odical expansion DV and the initial (expiratory) volume

VExp(14–17) and FV using the inspiratory volume VInsp

instead of VExp(11,18,19) are used to quantify regional

lung ventilation. The definition in terms of MRI signal

can be easily deduced by using some basic assumptions.

First, the MRI Signal S is proportional to the proton den-

sity r t;xð ÞMRI in the lung. The density equation in the

context of an MRI experiment can be expressed as

follows:

r t;xð ÞMRI�V t; xð Þ ¼ mMRIðxÞ: [1]

The local volume V t; xð Þ, a finite volume centered at

position x, and the density will change over the time

course but because air is invisible in MRI the mass mMRI

will be time-invariant. Since the MRI signal S is propor-

tional to r t;xð ÞMRI which in turn reduces with increasing

lung volume in inspiration, S is proportional to the

inverse of the lung volume. Using this relationship in

the FV definition yields the equation proposed by Zapke

et al without the noise term (12)

FV ¼
VInsp � VExp

VInsp
¼

1=SInsp � 1=SExp

1=SInsp
¼

SExp � SInsp

SExp
[2]

with VInsp ¼ VðtInsp;xÞ and VExp ¼ VðtExp;xÞ being the

local volumes that contain the same mass mMRI at inspi-

ration and expiration, respectively.

SV and FV are interchangeable parameters for lung

ventilation without a unit or dimension (19). In this

study, the FV was used. We further distinguish between

global fractional ventilation FVGlobal defined as:

FVGlobal ¼
VG;Insp � VG;Exp

VG;Insp
[3]

with the global lung volumes (VG;Insp, VG;Exp) and regional

FVFDðxÞ derived by FD imaging:

FVFD xð Þ ¼
SExp xð Þ � SInsp xð Þ

SExp xð Þ
: [4]

For this work, the regional FV is averaged over the lung

parenchyma and denoted as FVFD with an omitted regional

dependency. While tidal volume is defined as the peak-to-

peak volume difference during basal respiration, in this

work it is used in a more loose way as the peak-to-peak

difference DV ¼ VG;Insp � VG;Exp between end-inspiratory

and end-expiratory volume regardless of the breathing

maneuver.

Subjects

The study was approved by the ethics committee and

before examination written informed consent was obtained

from each subject. Twelve healthy nonsmoking volunteers

(6 men, 6 women; median age: 226 3 (IQR); range: 22–29)

without a history of chronic lung or cardiac disease and no

recent pulmonary event (last 4 weeks) were examined.

MR Imaging Procedure

All images were acquired on a 1.5 Tesla (T) scanner

(Avanto, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) with the

subjects being in head first supine position. Coronal images

from anterior to posterior were acquired during free breath-

ing covering the whole lung using a balanced steady state

free precession sequence with field of view (FOV) 400 �

400 mm2, matrix size 256� 168, slice thickness 3 mm, echo

FIG. 1. A native spoiled gradient echo lung image (left) and fractional ventilation (FV) maps of the same subject during free breathing

(middle) and deep breathing (right). For free (deep) breathing, a mean FV value of 0.2 (0.6) and a volume change of 0.58 L (2.52 L) were

obtained.

2 Voskrebenzev et al.
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time/repetition time (TE/TR): 1.33 ms/1.95 ms, flip angle

70�, bandwidth 1028 Hz/pixel. These images were man-

ually segmented to estimate the lung volume V0 in mid-

position of the respiration.
For FD, 200 two-dimensional (2D) images were serially

acquired using a spoiled gradient echo sequence with

FOV 500 � 500 mm2, matrix size 128 � 96, slice thick-

ness 15 mm, TE/TR: 0.67 ms/3 ms, flip angle 7�, band-

width 1502 Hz/pixel over a period of 1 min at a

temporal resolution of 288 ms. During all FD acquisi-

tions, a spirometer (custom-built model, CareFusion,

Hoechberg, Germany) recorded the respiratory volume.
Overall, 27 acquisitions of three coronal (posterior Cp,

middle Cm, anterior Ca) and two sagittal (right Sr, left Sl)

slices were acquired with variations regarding the breath-

ing maneuver including free breathing, deep breathing and

also fixed frequency breathing. This simulates the broad

heterogeneity of breathing patterns, which can occur in

patient cohorts. After acquisition no. 21, each volunteer

took a 5-min break outside the scanner and returned for a

repetition of the five slice positions in free breathing.

To reduce the effect of MRI related anxiety on free
breathing, dummy scans (no. 1 and no. 22) were
included in the protocol. Another dummy scan (no. 12)
was inserted after the request for deep breathing to give
the volunteers enough adaptation time.

The middle slice was planned at the tracheal bifurca-
tion. The posterior and anterior slices were planned mid-
way between middle slice and the respective anterior
and posterior pleura. The sagittal slices were planned at
the highest point of the diaphragm on the coronal mid-
dle slice. The scan protocol with the slice and breathing
maneuver information can be found in Table 1.

Nonrigid Image Registration

Using Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) (20), a
nonrigid registration of the dynamic series of images to a
reference image in mid position between end-inspiration
and end-expiration was performed. After in-slice regis-
tration, different acquisitions of the same slice position
were registered to a single reference image.

Segmentation

To segment the lung parenchyma as the region of interest
(ROI), a combination of manual and thresholding seg-
mentation was used. At first, a rough region containing
the lung was manually selected on the registered images
followed by a user-operated thresholding to exclude the
regions with higher signal intensities than the paren-
chyma. Finally, manual corrections were applied if
needed. A radiologist (J.V.C.) with 12 years of experience
supervised the whole segmentation process.

Using the existing inverse deformation vector fields of
the image registration process, the ROIs were expanded
from the static reference image to the dynamic series of
images without any further segmentation (Fig. 2). This
enabled a fast calculation of the lung parenchyma area
time series, which was used to calculate the global FV
parameter.

Calculation of FV Maps

In prior work by others, ventilation-weighted images
were extracted from the dynamic time series either by
the signal difference of the co-registered inspiratory and
expiratory images (12) or by integrating the ventilation
peak in the frequency domain after Fourier transform
(FT) of the time signal (6,11).

In this work, a similar but modified approach for calcula-
tion of the FVwas used: A low-pass-filter is used to remove
the perfusion signal variations from the dynamic series of
images. Back in the time domain, acquisitions with an
abnormal expiration or inspiration depth are discarded.
The remaining expiratory and inspiratory images are aver-
aged and used to calculate the FV according to Eq. [4]. The
following stepwise procedure was applied to the registered
dynamic series of images for calculation of FVFD:

1.Determination of the Cutoff Frequency

The mean signal in the lung parenchyma is Fourier trans-
formed. Because irregular breathing patterns (e.g., ampli-
tude modulation) can cause the presence of multiple

Table 1

Scan Protocol of the Studya

1st MRI exam

Scan no. Slice Description Maneuver

1 Cm Dummy scan FB

2 Cm 1st Measurement FB

3 Cp 1st Measurement FB

4 Ca 1st Measurement FB

5 Cm 2nd Measurement FB

6 Cp 2nd Measurement FB

7 Ca 2nd Measurement FB

8 Sr 1st Measurement FB

9 Sl 1st Measurement FB

10 Sr 2nd Measurement FB

11 Sl 2nd Measurement FB

12 Cm Dummy scan DB

13 Cm 3rd Measurement DB

14 Cp 3rd Measurement DB

15 Ca 3rd Measurement DB

16 Sr 3rd Measurement DB

17 Sl 3rd Measurement DB

18 Cm 4th Measurement 16 BPM

19 Cm 5th Measurement 16 BPM

20 Cm 6th Measurement 8 BPM

21 Cm 7th Measurement 8 BPM

2nd MRI exam (after 5 min pause outside the scanner)

Scan no. Slice Description Maneuver

22 Cm Dummy scan FB

23 Cm 1st Measurement FB

24 Cp 1st Measurement FB

25 Ca 1st Measurement FB

26 Sr 1st Measurement FB

27 Sl 1st Measurement FB

aEncompasses overall 27 acquisitions of five different slices (coronal

middle (Cm), posterior (Cp), anterior (Ca) and sagittal right and left

(Sr/Sl)), which are acquired during free breathing (FB), deep breathing

(DB), and also during fixed frequency breathing [16 breaths per

minute (16 BPM) and 8 breaths per minute (8 BPM)]. After acquisition

no. 21, each volunteer took a 5-minute pause outside the scanner

and returned for a repetition of the FB acquisition of the five slices in

a 2ndMRI exam.
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ventilation peaks the cutoff frequency is determined by

the highest frequency prominent peak in the ventilation

range (0.1–0.5 Hz).

2.Application of the Low-Pass

The filter is applied to the spectrum of each image voxel

and to the mean signal in the lung parenchyma ROI in

the frequency domain.

3.Ventilation-Weighted Time Series

An inverse FT is used to obtain low-pass filtered images

and a low-pass filtered mean signal in the time domain.

4.Selection of expiration and inspiration images

The depth of expiration and inspiration is subject to natural

variations during acquisition. Assuming that similar signal

values correspond to similar lung volumes, the low-pass fil-

tered mean signal was used to select time points of similar

expiratory and inspiratory volumes. This was achieved by

searching for signal maxima and minima representing the

expiratory and inspiratory time points and excluding

extreme signals abnormally deviating from the group of

maxima and minima (deviation>10%). The fully auto-

matic selection of inspiratory and expiratory time points

was implemented in a self-developed algorithm.

5.Averaging and FV map calculation

After averaging the previously selected expiratory and

inspiratory images the FV map can be calculated accord-

ing to Eq. [4].

6.Averaging inside the ROI

By averaging of FVFD xð Þ inside the lung parenchyma ROI,
the mean FVFD was calculated and used for further analysis.

Calculation of Global FV

The volume changes measured with the spirometer were
used to calculate FVGlobal;S. To enable the calculation of
the global FV for the same time points as for the FD, the
time series of spirometer data was synchronized with the
mean signal in the lung parenchyma ROI by implementing
a time shift that maximized the cross correlation function.
Because the spirometer measures only the respiratory vol-
ume, the inspiratory lung volume was estimated by the
tidal volume DV determined by the spirometer and the
mid lung volume V0 provided by lung segmentation of the
MRI data covering the whole lung and assuming inspira-
tory and expiratory volumes are symmetrically distributed
around the mid lung volume V0:

VG;Insp � V0þðVG;Insp � VG;ExpÞ=2 ¼ V0þDV=2 [5]

In accordance to step 5, for calculation of the FV map,
the effective volumes of inspiration and expiration are
averaged and used in Eq. [3] to calculate the global frac-
tional ventilation FVGlobal,S.

Alternatively, the global area FV for each slice
FVGlobal;A was estimated using the lung parenchyma area
time series AðtÞ derived as described in the segmentation
section with the averaged areas in inspiration and expi-
ration also in accordance to step 5:

FVGlobal;A�
AInsp �AExp

AInsp
: [6]

Because heart motion greatly affects the area calcula-
tion of the left lung, FVGlobal;A of the coronal slices was
calculated using only the area of the right lung.

By calculation of the ratio between the mean FVFD and
FVGlobal;S and FVGlobal;A; the FV was adjusted for the tidal
volume.

The aim of reproducibility and repeatability analysis is
to compare the similarity of one measurement of FVFD;1

with the global FV value FVGlobal;1 to a later measurement
FVFD;2 of the same subject with the global FV value
FVGlobal;2. In healthy volunteers, the adjusted FV values
are expected to be close to unity. For analysis of repro-
ducibility and repeatability depending on the FV value
and presumably the respiratory volume, FVFD;1 was
adjusted to FVFD;2 as follows using the global values
FVGlobal;1 and FVGlobal;2:

FVFD;1!2 ¼
FVFD;1

FVGlobal;1
FVGlobal;2: [7]

This modified adjustment is used for the reproducibil-
ity and repeatability analysis only.

Image and Statistical Analysis

Coronal, sagittal left and sagittal right mean FV were cal-
culated using the lung parenchyma ROI. In this study,
the comparison of the same slice acquisitions within one

FIG. 2. Application of the nonrigid transformation fields on the ROI

(white) in mid-position allows extrapolating the ROI to the whole

dynamic series of images without further user input. Shown are

three exemplary images from end-expiration to end-inspiration

during deep breathing.

4 Voskrebenzev et al.
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MRI exam of the same subject is denoted as repeatability.
Otherwise, the comparison of the same slice acquisitions
measured during different MRI exams of the same sub-
ject is denoted as reproducibility.

The influence of tidal volume on the reproducibility of
FV was initially investigated by comparison of the Bland-
Altman plot for three sample groups with different ranges
of tidal volume differences D DVð Þ ¼ 2ðDV1 � DV2Þ=ðDV1þ
DV2Þ between the two measurements. The three sample
groups were composed according to D DVð Þ<10%; D DVð Þ
<20%; and D DVð Þ>20%. The correlation between the
mean FVFD and FVGlobal;A/FVGlobal;S is assessed using Pear-
son correlation coefficient (reported as R2) for a linear
model without an intercept.

A quantitative analysis of reproducibility and repeat-
ability is performed by evaluation of three different statis-
tical parameters: The Pearson correlation coefficient
reported as the coefficient of determination R2 for the lin-
ear model FVFD;1 ¼ FVFD;2, coefficient of variation (CV)
and by the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) to mea-
sure the degree of absolute agreement among measure-
ments. This analysis was performed for individual slices
and also for averaged coronal and sagittal slices (CA/SA).
These were calculated by averaging the Cm/Cp/Ca or Sr/Sl

values. In those cases the ICC average measure model was
selected.

Additionally, the CV inter-volunteer variability of
(adjusted) FV (standard deviation of FV of all volunteers
divided by the respective mean) during free breathing was
analyzed using boxplots. The whiskers are reaching up to
q3þ1:5ðq3 � q1Þ and q1�1:5 q3 � q1ð Þ, where q1 and q3 are
the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Outliers are
marked as crosses outside the whiskers. The box bounda-
ries are given by q1 and q3 with the median given in-
between. For a better comparison of the unadjusted and
adjusted data variability, the slice group values of all volun-
teers were divided by their respective median value. This is
not an adjustment like in the case of FVGlobal;A and FVGlobal;S

adjustment. Rather, the box boundaries can be directly
used to read off the quartile coefficient of dispersion.

The analysis of the gravitational effect was performed
on the ROIs of the right sagittal slices. Using a Nadaraya-
Watson kernel regression in the vertical direction, the
dependence of FV on the gravitationally dependent spatial
coordinate was calculated (21). Additionally, in the case
of the multiple free-breathing acquisitions of the right sag-
ittal slices, the smoothed data was averaged for each vol-
unteer. The bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel function
was set to 1/10 of the respective total lung height. In addi-
tion to the mean slope of the adjusted and not adjusted
gravitational dependence FV curves, the standard devia-
tion of the averaged slopes was calculated.

For comparison with results from sagittal slices, coro-
nal FV was analyzed as a function of height and approxi-
mated by a linear fit. For height calculations, the slice
location was used and the anterior slice was set to zero.
Furthermore, the difference of adjusted FV between pos-
terior, middle and anterior slice was investigated by a
two-sided paired t-test with an alpha level of 0.05.

RESULTS

Reproducibility

Figure 3 shows the Bland-Altman plot of FVFD without
adjustment for tidal volume for all slices of all volunteers
for the 1st and the 2nd MRI exam in free breathing (R2¼
0.58; CV of 13%). Including only data with relative tidal
volume differences between the two measurements DðDVÞ
of maximal 20% (circles and triangles) and 10% (triangles),
the coefficient of determination increased to 0.71 and 0.73
and the CV decreased to 9% and 6%, respectively.

Correlation between Global and Regional FV

For all measurements, the correlation of FVFD with
FVGlobal;A provided a slope of 1.00 (R2 ¼ 0:69) and a slope
of 0.82 (R2 ¼ 0:79) when correlated with FVGlobal;S (Fig.
4a). The best correlations were found for the sagittal left
slice (R2 of 0.88 for FVGlobal;S and 0.96 for FVGlobal;A), for
the coronal middle slice (R2 ¼ 0:87 between FVFD and
global FVGlobal;A) and sagittal right slice (R2 ¼ 0:91
between FVFD and global FVGlobal;A) (Fig. 4b). All slopes
between FVFD and FVGlobal;S are below 1, which is an indi-
cation of systematically lower values of FVFD in compari-
son to FVGlobal;S. On the other hand, FVFD and FVGlobal;A

slopes show a systematic increase toward the ventral–dor-
sal direction. See Table 2 for summary of all results.

Adjusted Reproducibility and Repeatability

Reproducibility analysis of FVGlobal;A adjusted FV for all
slices shows a lower CV of 8%, a higher R2 of 0.81 and
higher ICC of 0.91 in comparison to the unadjusted results
with CV¼ 13%, R2 ¼ 0.58 and ICC¼ 0.78 (Table 3a). On
the other hand, FVGlobal;S adjusted values show a CV of
17%, R2 of 0.24 and ICC of 0.75. FVGlobal;A adjusted aver-
aged sagittal slice shows a very low CV of 4%, a very good
direct agreement between the two measurements
(R2 ¼ 0:97Þ and a high ICC of 0.99. The posterior slice
has the lowest FVGlobal;A adjusted reproducibility (CV of
13%, R2 of 38% and an ICC of 80%). Nevertheless, this
reproducibility is increased compared with the unad-
justed results (CV¼ 18%, R2 ¼ �0:29, ICC¼58%).

FIG. 3. Bland-Altman plot of FV for the first FVFD;1 and second

MRI exam FVFD;2. Depending on the relative tidal volume differ-

ence D DVð Þ between the measurements, the data were divided

into three different groups (circle: D DVð Þ > 20%, square: 10% < D

DVð Þ < 20% and triangle: D DVð Þ > 20%).
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The same evaluation was conducted for the repeatabil-

ity between first and second free-breathing measurement

in the 1st exam (Table 3b) and for the repeatability

between first free-breathing measurement and the deep-

breathing measurement in the 1st exam (Table 3c). The

repeatability of the FVGlobal;A adjusted FV remained at a

high level but there was a large improvement in the

FVGlobal;S adjusted results. The unadjusted repeatability

was below the adjusted repeatability for both methods.

Variability of FV in a Volunteer Cohort

The inter-volunteer variability of FV during free breath-

ing was reduced from CV¼26% to 20% (FVGlobal;S

adjustment) or 24% (FVGlobal;A adjustment). If only single

slices are considered, the coefficient of variation for the

FVGlobal;A adjusted values reduced to 12% for the middle

slice, 10% for sagittal left and 13% for sagittal right

slice. In comparison, the variability of the FVGlobal;S

adjusted values is higher for all individual slice calcula-

tions (Table 4; Fig. 5), but below the unadjusted variabil-

ity results.

Anterior–Posterior Distribution of Sagittal FV

Besides two volunteers (3 and 4), the 95% confidence

interval of the gravitational slopes was in the negative

range. The mean slope showed a decrease of

�0.00560.004 FV cm�1. A coefficient of determination

ranging from 0.60 to 0.97 was obtained for all volunteers

except for volunteer 4 (R2 ¼ 0:01Þ and 5 (R2 ¼ 0:14Þ.

Using the conversion formula for SV, the mean slope

changed to �0.0076 0.006 SV decrease per cm. For the

sagittal slice acquired during deep breathing (scan no.

16), a mean slope of �0.0186 0.015 SV cm�1 was

obtained.
Using the FVGlobal;A/FVGlobal;S adjusted data for the

gravitational dependence calculation resulted in a mean

slope of �0.0276 0.021 cm�1/-0.0236 0.021 cm�1 for the

averaged slices acquired during free breathing (see Fig-

ure 6a) and �0.0226 0.018 cm�1/-0.0186 0.016 cm�1 for

the slice acquired during deep breathing. Hence, the

slope difference between free and deep breathing is

reduced.

Anterior–Posterior Distribution of Coronal FV

In Figure 6b, FVGlobal;A adjusted FV of coronal slices

acquired during free breathing is displayed as a function

of slice location, which enables the comparison to the

FIG. 4. Correlation of FV for all slices (a) and sagittal slices (b) FVFD derived by FD and FVGlobal;S based on spirometer measurements or

FVGlobal;A based on area calculation.

Table 2

Correlation between Fractional Ventilation (FV) Derived by Fourier

Decomposition FVFD and Global FVa

FVGlobal;S FVGlobal;A

Slice Slope R2 Slope R2

All 0.82 0.79 1.00 0.69

S 0.85 0.78 1.13 0.92

C 0.81 0.80 0.95 0.62

Cm 0.78 0.85 0.99 0.87

Cp 0.85 0.74 1.38 0.81

Ca 0.84 0.75 0.76 0.81

Sr 0.78 0.69 1.05 0.91

Sl 0.92 0.88 1.20 0.96

aGlobal FVwas calculated using two methods: FVGlobal;S based on spi-

rometer measurements and FVGlobal;A based on lung area as calculated

from inverse deformation fields. The slope of the fit and the respective

coefficient of determination are provided for both methods and differ-

ent slice groups (see Table 1). The statistics for all coronal or sagittal

slice values are denoted with C or S respectively.
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sagittal FV distribution. Besides volunteer 3, the 95%
confidence interval of the slope was in the negative
range. The range of individual R2 was between 0.29 (vol-
unteer 3) and 0.95. A mean slope of �0.0916 0.06 cm�1

was obtained. For not adjusted FV of coronal slices
acquired during free breathing, a very low mean correla-
tion of 0.22 was found (minimal R2 ¼ 0:00; maximal
R2 ¼ 0:60). A mean slope of �0.00066 0.005 was
obtained. For FVGlobal;S adjusted FV of coronal slices
acquired during free breathing similar results (mean
R2 ¼ 0:22, R2 range [0.00 0.57], slope 0.00026 0.005)
were obtained.

T-test confirmed that the adjusted posterior values FVFD

=FVGlobal;A are significantly higher than the adjusted val-
ues of the middle and anterior slices. Also, the middle

Table 3

Summary of the Repeatability Results for Different Slice Groups (See Table 1)a

FVFD FVGlobal;S adjusted FVGlobal;A adjusted

Slice CV R2 ICC CV R2 ICC CV R2 ICC

1. Reproducibility of the 1st measurements in the 1st and 2nd Exam

All 0.13 0.58 0.78 0.17 0.24 0.75 0.08 0.81 0.91

CA 0.09 0.71 0.93 0.16 0.17 0.85 0.07 0.84 0.97

SA 0.15 0.66 0.89 0.17 0.54 0.92 0.04 0.97 0.99

Cm 0.11 0.66 0.87 0.15 0.33 0.78 0.07 0.83 0.93

Cp 0.18 �0.29 0.58 0.17 �0.08 0.66 0.13 0.38 0.80

Ca 0.13 0.59 0.80 0.19 0.05 0.71 0.08 0.84 0.94

Sr 0.18 0.55 0.76 0.22 0.27 0.79 0.08 0.89 0.94

Sl 0.19 0.47 0.70 0.14 0.73 0.90 0.05 0.97 0.99

2. Repeatability of the 1st and 2nd free-breathing measurement in the 1st exam

All 0.20 0.25 0.75 0.08 0.86 0.97 0.06 0.94 0.98

CA 0.09 0.76 0.94 0.05 0.91 0.98 0.03 0.96 0.99

SA 0.23 0.27 0.67 0.09 0.87 0.97 0.04 0.98 0.99

Cm 0.19 �0.08 0.54 0.07 0.83 0.92 0.04 0.93 0.97

Cp 0.13 0.37 0.79 0.05 0.92 0.96 0.06 0.86 0.94

Ca 0.11 0.69 0.88 0.06 0.92 0.96 0.04 0.97 0.98

Sr 0.31 �0.20 0.35 0.15 0.66 0.87 0.09 0.88 0.93

Sl 0.21 0.41 0.54 0.05 0.96 0.98 0.04 0.98 0.99

3. Repeatablity of the free-breathing and deep-breathing measurement in 1st MRI exam

All 0.50 �8.83 0.26 0.11 0.79 0.94 0.10 0.79 0.95

CA 0.49 �15.01 0.21 0.09 0.77 0.94 0.09 0.69 0.94

SA 0.47 �5.57 0.32 0.11 0.84 0.96 0.05 0.96 0.99

Cm 0.51 �16.10 0.14 0.06 0.87 0.94 0.10 0.64 0.87

Cp 0.56 �23.84 0.04 0.10 0.65 0.84 0.16 �0.07 0.70

Ca 0.43 �7.58 0.21 0.13 0.64 0.84 0.08 0.85 0.94

Sr 0.40 �2.99 0.36 0.10 0.86 0.93 0.06 0.94 0.97

Sl 0.54 �7.34 0.12 0.12 0.82 0.91 0.07 0.94 0.97

aAveraged coronal or sagittal slices are denoted with CA and SA respectively. The three values always indicate the unmodified rFD, the

spirometer based FVGlobal;S and the area based FVGlobal;A adjusted statistic (Coefficient of variation (CV), coefficient of determination (R2)

of the main diagonal and the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)). The adjustment is supposed to compensate for tidal volume differ-

ences between the measurements.

Table 4

Inter-volunteer Variability of the not Adjusted and FVGlobal;S or

FVGlobal;A Adjusted FV during Free Breathing as the CV of Different

Slice Groupings (See Table 1) of All Volunteers

Slice FVFD FVFD=FVGlobal;S FVFD=FVGlobal;A

All 0.26 0.20 0.24

Cm 0.23 0.16 0.12

Cp 0.23 0.21 0.17

Ca 0.25 0.20 0.20

Sr 0.29 0.22 0.13

Sl 0.26 0.15 0.10

S 0.28 0.20 0.13

C 0.24 0.20 0.29

FIG. 5. Inter-volunteer variability of FV during free breathing

assessed in a boxplot (red line shows the median value, box

boundaries are defined by interquartile range, outliers marked as

þ) for different slice groupings (coronal middle (Cm), posterior (Cp),

anterior (Ca) and sagittal right and left (Sr/Sl)). For every slice, the

unadjusted FV and global FV (FVGlobal;S, FVGlobal;A ) adjusted values

are displayed. Additionally, each of the subsets was divided by

the according median value. Therefore, the median is always at 1,

which enables a direct comparison between the three groups. For

the sagittal left (right) slice, the FVGlobal;A adjustment reduces the

coefficient of variation from 26% (29%) to 10% (13%). The asym-

metric distribution of the outliers may be explained by variation of

healthy adult physiology.
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slice values are significantly higher than the values of the

anterior slices (P< 0.001). For the adjusted values

FVFD=FVGlobal;S, the middle slice values are significantly

lower than the posterior and anterior values (P< 0.001).

DISCUSSION

The major finding of this study is that tidal volume vari-

ability is the main limiting factor of FV reproducibility

and repeatability. This was demonstrated by showing

that reproducibility increased when only measurements

with lower tidal volume differences were evaluated.
Furthermore, a linear relationship between FVFD and

FVGlobal;S was confirmed by a high correlation. Also, a mod-

erate correlation was found for FVFD and FVGlobal;A, but at

the same time a high correlation was found for the individ-

ual slices. This two contrary observations are explained by

a systematic difference between the FVFD=FVGlobal;A values

of posterior and anterior slice. Assuming the gravitational

effect as an explanation is inappropriate in this case.

The gravitational effect would not only affect FVFD

but FVGlobal;A as well. Therefore, the adjusted quantity FVFD

=FVGlobal;A should not depend on the slice location.
Considering the high variability, the reported gravita-

tional slopes are comparable to previous results of

0.0296 0.012 SV cm�1 (17) even though a couple of vol-

unteers did not show a gravitational effect at all and

most of the profiles did not show a linear behavior. This

might be explained by the inaccuracies of profile calcula-

tion itself. Every vessel in the sagittal slice needs to be

excluded during the ROI segmentation, which is only

possible to a limited degree due to partial volume effects

and presence of many small vessels. No gravitational

effect was found for the unadjusted and spirometer

adjusted FV of middle, posterior and anterior slices,

because only very low correlations were found and the

mean slope was a magnitude lower than the slope found

for the sagittal slices.

On the other hand, the gravitational slope calculated
from area adjusted FV of middle, posterior and anterior
slices is approximately three times higher than the gravi-
tational slope as calculated from the adjusted sagittal
slice. This further confirms that the gravitational effect is
not suited to explain the large deviations between
FVGlobal;A adjusted posterior and anterior slices. Instead,
aside from other difficulties like segmentation and regis-
tration, the slice dependent performance of FVGlobal;A

adjustment can be better explained by an inherent limita-
tion of a 2D acquisition of 3D lung breathing motion. Tho-
racic breathing leads to out-of-plane motion especially in
the anterior and posterior slice. Also, the different 2D pro-
jections of the diaphragm can reduce the accuracy of lung
area calculation. This is supported by consistently better
results of sagittal slices, which in comparison to coronal
slices can track the two most important dimensions of
lung movement (anterior–posterior and superior–inferior)
instead of just one (superior–inferior).

Adjusting the measurement after the volunteers took a
pause outside the scanner to the previous measurement
by using the global FVGlobal;A was successful and deliv-
ered a better reproducibility in all cases. Surprisingly,
adjustment with global FVGlobal;S was not successful in
this case. And because both global FV methods could be
used to increase repeatability for subsequent free breath-
ing measurements and also for the comparison between
free- and deep breathing, there is no obvious reason for
this failure. The instable performance of FVGlobal;S adjust-
ment might be explained by the high amount of sources
of uncertainty for global FVGlobal;S calculation. The aver-
aging over a short time period of approximately 26 s
acquisition time does only offer a rough approximation
of V0. Also, the symmetry assumption for absolute
inspiratory volume calculation is only a special case
according to the equation of Lujan et al (22) and will
lead to additional uncertainties as discussed by Kjørstad
et al (11). The flow measurement itself is flawed by the

FIG. 6. a: Gravitational dependence of FVGlobal;A adjusted FV of all volunteers (see color code) calculated from the averaged right sagittal

slices acquired during free breathing with error bars of6one standard deviation. b: Similar display of FVGlobal;A normalized coronal FV of

all volunteers (see color code) acquired during free breathing as a function of height. Like in the sagittal slice a negative slope is evident,

but too high to be explained by gravitational effect.
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difference of exhaled and inhaled air temperature, which
results in a significant volume drift, which needs to be
corrected afterward. A not negligible deadspace of
approximately 110 mL, which is the volume of air that
needs to be moved before fresh air arrives at the breath-
ing mask, results also in a time dependent temperature
in the spirometer unit. Therefore, the pause outside the
scanner might result in an additional uncertainty.
Indeed, the comparison of FVGlobal;S adjusted FV as a
function of acquisition time showed that there is a shift
of the mean values after the pause for 6 of 12 volunteers.
Considering this and the availability of MRI suited spiro-
meters, FVGlobal;A is the preferred method for tidal vol-
ume adjustment.

Furthermore, FVGlobal;A adjustment was able to reduce
the CV for the middle and sagittal slices to less or equal
to 13% for free breathing and thus offers the possibility
to define a narrow range of healthy FV mean values. We
assume that patient cohorts will show a more divergent
free breathing behavior, which will further increase the
need for an adjustment.

In conclusion, this study demonstrates a semi-quantitative
ventilation-weighted FD method in combination with a
novel spirometer and area-based adjustment method. The
calculation of lung area time series with a fully automated
registration method is sufficient to calculate a global FV
parameter, which is used to increase the reproducibility and
repeatability of FV and decrease the inter-volunteer variabili-
ty. This adjustment for tidal volume can be easily imple-
mented in the existing FD postprocessing.
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In Context

After improving the image quality and reproducibility, the developed method is applied
in 62 patients after lung transplantation. Using various parameters (VDP at two opti-
mized thresholds, median lung FV and QCD as a measurement for FV heterogeneity)
the capability of FD for CLAD detection is assessed. It is demonstrated that VDP and
QCD increase according to the stage of disease. Furthermore, a significant VDP increase
among BOS ≥ 2 participants and patients with graft loss is reported. In conclusion,
the potential of FD-MRI for quantitative CLAD diagnosis and assessment after lung
transplantation is presented.
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Abstract

Chronic lung allograft dysfunction (CLAD) remains the leading cause of morbidity and mortality after lung

transplantation. Diagnosis relies on spirometric change, that becomes increasingly difficult with advancing

CLAD. Fourier decomposition MRI (FD-MRI) permits acquisition of ventilated-weighted images during

free-breathing. This study evaluates FD-MRI in detecting CLAD in selected patients after bilateral lung

transplantation (DLTx). DLTx recipients exhibiting CLAD at various stages participated. Radiologists re-

mained blinded to clinical status until completion of image analysis. Image acquisition employed a 1.5T

MR scanner using a spoiled gradient echo sequence. Following FD processing and regional fractional ven-

tilation (RFV) quantification, various parameters were calculated: volume defect percentage (VDP1,2) at

two thresholds, median lung RFV and quartile coefficient of dispersion (QCD). Sixty-two DLTx recipients

participated. CLAD had been diagnosed in 29/62 (47%) patients, of whom 17/62 (27%) had BOS ≥ 2 at

image acquisition. VDP1 was higher among BOS≥2 participants compared to other groups (p < 0.001).

Increased VDP1 was associated with subsequent graft loss, with values > 2% showing reduced survival,

independent of BOS stage (p=0.005). VDP2 discriminated well between BOS 1 and BOS 0 (AUC=0.71;

p=0.03). QCD increased significantly with advancing disease (p < 0.001). In conclusion, FD-MRI derived

parameters demonstrate potential in quantitative CLAD diagnosis and assessment after DLTx.

1 Introduction

Chronic lung allograft dysfunction (CLAD) remains the

leading cause of death among lung transplant (LTx) re-

cipients surviving beyond the first post-operative year

[1]. Affecting approximately 50% of patients within

5 years, subsequent survival is significantly curtailed

[2]. While various treatments including azithromycin

[3], montelukast [4] and extracorporeal photopheresis

[5] have demonstrated variable efficacy in arresting dis-

ease progress, redo LTx remains the sole definitive treat-

ment [6]. While understanding of the pathogenesis re-

mains incomplete, recognition of different CLAD phe-

notypes has had significant clinical and scientific impli-

cations. Alongside obliterative bronchiolitis, long con-

sidered pathognomonic of graft dysfunction, a restric-

tive allograft syndrome (RAS) has been proposed. Char-

acterised by predominating lung parenchymal fibrosis

rather than airway disease, RAS has been associated with

poorer treatment responses and survival [7]. Due to a

lack of viable alternatives, diagnosing CLAD continues

to rely upon demonstrating persistent loss in forced ex-

piratory volume in 1s (FEV1) after excluding other po-

tential causes such as infection and both acute cellular

and humoral rejection [6]. At present the degree of graft

dysfunction is determined exclusively by FEV1 based

upon international consensus [8]. Given that pulmonary

function tests (PFT) only evaluate global lung function

parameters, they provide little insight into patchy func-

tional impairment typical of CLAD. Given that local

compensation by healthy neighbouring parenchyma is

typical in other lung diseases, PFT detection of CLAD

may potentially first occur only after significant and irre-

versible damage is present. Use of computer tomography

(CT) as an adjunct in the early CLAD detection has been

suggested previously [9], with subsequent reports prov-

ing less conclusive [10]. Recently, use of parametric re-

sponse mapping (voxel-wise comparison of correspond-

ing inspiratory and expiratory CT images) in quantify-

ing small airway disease of CLAD progression has been
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reported [11], with some evidence supporting its prog-

nostic relevance in terms of survival [12]. Widespread

implementation of patient monitoring using CT remains

controversial, limited due to considerable exposure to

ionizing radiation.

By contrast, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) allows

radiation-free assessment of lung function. Using hyper-

polarized helium imaging techniques, studies assessing

ventilation in LTx recipients have shown better sensitiv-

ity in detecting hypoventilation compared to CT [13].

However long procedural preparation times, high cost

and limited availability of facilities offering the required

polarizing procedures have prevented hyperpolarization

techniques entering mainstream clinical practice. Other

MRI techniques, such as quantitative oxygen-enhanced

T1-mapping [14], have recently demonstrated potential

in discriminating between BOS stages in CLAD [15].

This technique however necessitates use of both a closed

facemask and breath holds, which may not be well tol-

erated by all CLAD patients. Alternatively, Fourier

Decomposition MRI (FD-MRI) can be used to calcu-

late ventilation- and perfusion-weighted images using

rapidly-acquired images during normal breathing [16].

This method is based on the Fourier analysis of the

acquired image time series for distinguishing between

the periodic signal variations of respiration (low fre-

quency) and blood inflow (high frequency). In conjunc-

tion with the obvious advantages in terms of patient-

friendly acquisition and lack of ionizing radiation or con-

trast agent, FD- MRI places much lower demands on

available hardware making it a more attractive option in

CLAD. The aim of this cross-sectional study is to assess

if ventilation-weighted FD-MRI can adequately differ-

entiate between CLAD phenotypes and provide quanti-

tative assessment analogous with the current BOS clas-

sification system, using threshold-based measurements

of ventilation defect percentage (VDP), median regional

fractional ventilation (RFV) of lung parenchyma and

quartile coefficient of dispersion (QCD) as a measure-

ment of ventilation heterogeneity.

2 Material and Methods

Patient Cohort

This study encompasses a retrospective analysis of repro-

cessed MR scans obtained from a CLAD cohort as part

of a previous study [15]. The ventilation-weighted FD-

MRI processing used in the current study represents a

novel technique, not available at the time of the previous

analysis. Written informed consent had been obtained

from all participants prior to examination. The study ad-

hered to the Declaration of Helsinki and approval spe-

cific to the current analysis was provided by the local

ethics committee prior to analysis. Bilateral LTx pa-

tients of varying CLAD status and BOS stage attending

our Outpatient Department were invited by pulmonolo-

gists to participate in the study between December 2011

- January 2014. Radiologists were blinded to all clinical

data until all MRI processing and interpretation had been

completed. Exclusion criteria were diaphragmatic paral-

ysis on functional lung MRI images, stable patients with

no CLAD > 2 years after lung transplantation to exclude

clinically occult chronic allograft dysfunction and long

breath-hold during FD MRI acquisition to avoid false fre-

quency filtering during FD post-processing (Fig.1). As

a control group, twelve healthy non-smoking volunteers

who had not suffered from a lung infection in the 30 days

preceding MRI were included.

CLAD Diagnosis and Phenotype

Pulmonary function testing (PFT) was performed at each

attendance in accordance to the joint American Thoracic

Society / European Respiratory Society guidelines [17].

Individual FEV1, forced vital capacity (FVC) and total

lung capacity (TLC) baseline values were taken as the

mean of the two highest measurements obtained at least

3 weeks apart. CLAD diagnosis and staging was per-

formed manually by experienced transplant physicians

and considered present if a 20% deficit in FEV1 or FVC

persisting ≥3 weeks in the absence of an alternative

cause was identified [18]. CLAD was staged using the

established BOS criteria [8]. Regarding the RAS phe-

notype, a fall in TLC to ≤80% of baseline along with

previously reported CT changes [19] were used in estab-

lishing the diagnosis. For the purposes of analysis, LTx

recipients were divided into 3 groups, based on CLAD

status at the time of MRI: CLAD-free (CLAD 0), CLAD

of stage BOS≤1 (CLAD 1) and CLAD of stage BOS ≥

2 (CLAD 2).

MRI Protocol

FD-MRI acquiring 200 images per slice was performed

using a spoiled gradient echo sequence on a 1.5T MRI

scanner (Avanto, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Ger-

many) with an eight-channel torso phased- array coil. Se-

quence parameters consisted of a 500x500mm2 field of

view (FOV), 128 x 96 matrix size with a slice thickness

15 mm. Echo time / repetition time were 0.67 ms / 3 ms

respectively, bandwidth 1502 Hz/pixel and a flip angle

8◦ over a period of one minute at a temporal resolution

of 288 ms. The MRI protocol consisted of three coronal

(anterior, mid, posterior) slices of the lung with the sub-

jects being in head-first supine position. The middle slice

was planned at the tracheal bifurcation. The posterior

and anterior slices were planned halfway between mid-

dle slice and the respective anterior and posterior pleura.
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During acquisition, subjects were asked to continue nor-

mal breathing. For lung morphology, multiple 2D slices

were acquired using a T2 weighted half Fourier acqui-

sition single shot turbo spin echo (HASTE) sequence in

coronal orientation during a breath hold (∼ 8s) in inspira-

tion and expiration with the following parameters: FOV

480x480mm2, matrix size 256 x 162, slice thickness 8

mm, echo time / repetition time: 33 ms / 610 ms, band-

width 651 Hz/pixel, no slice gap.

MR Image Analysis
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Figure 2: shows regional fractional ventilation (RFV) for

a healthy volunteer, BOS 0 patient and CLAD patients

(BOS 2 and BOS 3 stage). Using a threshold of -0.01 a

VDP (red outline) of 5%/15 % was found for BOS 2 and

BOS 3 patient in comparison to no ventilation defects for

the volunteer and BOS 0 patient. Note that the VDP areas

have a patchy coherent distribution and likely represent

severely hypoventilated lung regions due to CLAD. All

patients showed a reduced median RFV (0.7 - 0.13) in

comparison to the healthy volunteer (0.17). The quartile

coefficient of dispersion as a measurement of ventilation

heterogeneity increased according to the stage of disease:

Volunteer 0.30, BOS 0.42, BOS 2 0.55, BOS 3 1.01.

To establish an uniform lung inflation in all images

of the image time series a non-rigid image registration

(Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs) [20]) of the dy-

namic series was performed. For this purpose the im-

age midway between end-inspiration and end-expiration

was used as the registration reference. Since the ventila-

tion signal variation occurs with a much lower frequency

than perfusion (cardiac frequency) a low-pass filter was

applied to remove the perfusion component and generate

ventilation-weighted images. To quantify these results,

the regional fractional ventilation (RFV) was calculated

by averaging the signals of the inspiratory and expiratory

images and using the equation for fractional ventilation

(FV):

FV = (SExp – SInsp)/SExp

[21]. Given variability of RFV due to differing tidal vol-

umes during image acquisition [22, 23], global lung mea-

surement of fractional ventilation (FVA) was performed

as previously described [22], with the normalized re-

gional fractional ventilation (NRFV) being obtained by

dividing RFV by FVA. Registered images were aver-

aged and utilized in lung parenchyma segmentation us-

ing thresholding in combination with manual correction

by an experienced, blinded radiologist (JVC). Following

manual segmentation, user-operated thresholding to ex-

clude the regions with higher signal intensities to exclude

the great central vessels was performed. Further manual

corrections were applied as required. The RFV in the

parenchyma ROIs was used to calculate further parame-

ters. The number of voxels below a certain FV thresh-

old in relation to the number of all parenchyma voxels

was defined as volume defect percentage (VDP). Further-

more, the median RFV and quartile coefficient of disper-

sion (QCD) of RFV in the lung parenchyma were calcu-

lated. RFV maps were compared to matching HASTE

image slices and used for classification. For RAS assess-

ment, correlation of hypoventilated regions on FV maps

and lung fibrosis on HASTE scan were compared.

Statistical Analysis

Using the CLAD sub-groups outlined above, paired com-

parisons were performed for all MRI parameters and

evaluated regarding subsequent CLAD progression, graft

survival and standard vs. marginal donor status. Distri-

bution normality was assessed using the Jarque-Bera test.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were cal-

culated to determine the area under the curve (AUC) for

each parameter within all relevant group comparisons.

Taking VDP with highest AUC for graft loss, the op-

timal operating point on the ROC curve was taken as

the threshold cut-off, with Kaplan-Meier survival analy-

sis using the Log- Rank Test comparing patients above

and below the threshold. Ventilation parameters were

recorded as median [interquartile range (IQR)] and as-

sessed using Kruskal- Wallis one-way analysis of vari-

ance, with paired groups being evaluated with the Mann-

Whitney U-test. According to Bonferroni the signifi-

cance level of 0.05 was corrected to 0.0167 for the three

CLAD sub-group comparisons. ROC curve analysis was

performed and AUC and Youden-Index calculated for

all relevant group-pairs. Image generation and statisti-

cal analysis were performed using Matlab R2012 (Math-

works, Ismaning, Germany), employing available tool-

boxes and custom-developed scripts.
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2 (AUC=0.83; p < 0.001). Similar results were ob-

tained using NRFV (Fig. 4f). ROC analyses of QCD for

RFV/NRFV revealed acceptably high AUCs for CLAD 0

vs. CLAD 2 (AUC= 0.83/0.80) and CLAD 1 vs. CLAD

2 (AUC= 0.72/0.72), but again only modest values com-

paring CLAD 0 vs. CLAD 1 (AUC= 0.62/0.66) (Fig.

6c-d).
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Figure 5: Exemplary results of RFV for a BOS 0 and

BOS patient. According to Figure 4 a threshold of 0.22

was used to visualize regions of reduced ventilation. Us-

ing this threshold a VDP of 46% / 91% was obtained for

the BOS 0 / BOS 0p patient.

RAS Classificiation using MRI

Combining RFV functional information with HASTE

morphological data (Fig. 7), five of twentynine CLAD

patients were classified by radiologists as having RAS.

Compared to clinical data this demonstrated 80% sensi-

tivity (true positives: 4/5) and 96% specificity (true neg-

atives: 23/24). One patient exhibited mixed features of

both BOS and RAS on MRI, concordant with their clini-

cal diagnosis.

Ventilation Defect Percentage (VDP) as a Survival Pre-

dictor

Comparable to the CLAD paired groups analyses,

negative RFV (-0.01; AUC=0.75) and NRFV (-0.5;

AUC=0.77) values provided the most discriminative

thresholds regarding graft survival (Fig. 8a). Patients

suffering subsequent graft loss demonstrated signifi-

cantly raised VDP1 percentage for both RFV (Youden-

Index 45%; p = 0.005) and NRFV (Youden-Index 47%;

p = 0.002) (Fig. 8b). Kaplan-Meier survival analy-

sis (Fig. 8c) confirmed poorer survival among patients

above the optimal operating point (2% VDP1) on the

VDP1 ROC curve for both RFV (p = 0.005) and NRFV

(p = 0.004).

Influence of Donor Type and Predicting Subsequent Dis-

ease Progression

RFV VDP could not detect any differences between

donor types (AUC < 0.55 for all thresholds). Regard-

ing subsequent CLAD progression, a RFV threshold of

-0.14 proved optimal (AUC = 0.66, Youden-Index 34%;

p = 0.003). Similar results were obtained for NRFV.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Chronic lung allograft dysfunction remains the main hur-

dle to long term survival after lung transplantation. It re-

mains something of an enigma, with limited understand-

ing of the underlying pathogenesis. A key advance in

understanding CLAD has been the acceptance that dif-

ferent phenotypes, and the likelihood that these may be

driven by different pathophysiological processes. Diag-

nosis remains rooted in spirometry changes, augmented

by CT change. Both have well- documented limita-

tions, not least their heavy reliance on patient coopera-

tion which becomes increasingly difficult and unreliable

with advancing disease. This study reports on first expe-

riences using Fourier Decomposition MRI (FD-MRI) to

quantitatively assess changes in allograft function, com-

pared to the current staging system. FD-MRI facilitates

extraction of both ventilation and perfusion-related in-

formation from the same acquisition. It allows calcu-

lation of regional changes in ventilation during the nor-

mal breath cycle, reported as regional fractional venti-

lation (RFV). As such it removes the influence of pa-

tient cooperation on quantitative graft assessment. Simi-

lar protocols have previously been applied to assessment

of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [24] and lung

cancer [25]. In terms of discriminating between the pres-

ence or absence of CLAD, it is unsurprising that negative

RFV and its normalized derivative (NRFV) were most

indicative of pathology (Youden Index: CLAD 0 vs. 2

64%; CLAD 1 vs. 2 62%). This occurs if a higher signal

is detected in inspiration than expiration and reflects im-

paired or absent ventilation. CLAD patients with BOS

≥2 dysfunction exhibited higher numbers of voxels with

absent ventilation compared to CLAD-free and BOS ≤1

CLAD patients. Given the anticipated milder ventila-

tion disturbances in milder disease, it is unsurprising
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Figure 6: Receiving operating characteristic curve analysis of the VDP and QCD parameters derived from RFV and

NRFV for the group comparisons as displayed in the legend. The VDP for the CLAD0 - CLAD2 and CLAD1 -

CLAD2 comparison was calculated using the VDP1 threshold (see Figure 4). Contrary, the VDP for the CLAD0 -

CLAD1 comparison was calculated using the VDP2 threshold.
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Figure 7: MRI restrictive allograft dysfunction rating using RFV and half Fourier acquisition single shot turbo spin

echo (HASTE) results for one patient (24, female) with BOS 3 (VDP1,2 2%/99.8%, QCD 47.1%) and one patient (48,

female) with RAS phenotype (BOS 3 stage equivalent, VDP1,2 0.2%/85.3%, QCD 35.3%). Please note the correspon-

dence of low RFV and fibrotic regions (arrows) and increased RFV and non- fibrotic regions (arrowheads) for the RAS

phenotype, whereas the BOS patient shows no evidence of fibrosis or infiltrates in the hypoventilated areas of the lung.
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that VDP1 is significantly increased for the graft loss group (p = 0.002). Using the optimal ROC operating point

the subjects were divided into groups with VDP1 below and above 2%. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis c) shows a

significantly reduced survival rate for the group with VDP1 above threshold (p=0.005).

that a different threshold (VDP2) was needed to distin-

guish between CLAD free and mild disease. Consider-

ing VDP2, mild hypoventilation was detected in 95% of

lung parenchyma in BOS ≤1 CLAD patients, compared

to 85% in CLAD-free patients and 65% among healthy

volunteers, suggesting an initial phase of mild global im-

pairment at CLAD onset. Accordingly, discriminating

between CLAD-free and CLAD (BOS ≤1) decreased af-

ter normalization of RFV (AUC drop from 0.71 to 0.68).

FD-MRI further characterizes the patchy involvement

of the allograft occurring in CLAD. Somewhat surpris-

ingly, the extent of parenchymal involvement was lower

than perhaps expected and is unlikely to account for the

entire loss in FEV1 occurring. Nevertheless, BOS ≥2

CLAD patients exhibited the greatest proportion of be-

low threshold VDP1 at 4.4-5.6% compared to 0.3-0.6%

in all other groups (reported at 75th percentile). These

small percentages in the latter group is likely to be ex-

plained by inadvertent inclusion from tissue other than

lung parenchyma such as vessels.

In addition to these patchy changes, it is important to

note that BOS ≥2 CLAD patients demonstrated greater

global reductions in RFV compared to the other groups.

Furthermore, strong trends associating decreasing me-

dian RFV with advancing disease were evident. These

findings support preliminary data correlating ventilation

defects with both FEV1 [13] and CLAD [26] severity

using 3He-Lung MRI. The degree of ventilation hetero-

geneity may impair the overall ability of both RFV and

NRFV to accurately distinguish CLAD severity. Among

the CLAD patients with BOS ≥2 impairment regions of

clearly increased ventilation were observed, which may

have potentially skewed the values obtained. To quan-

tify this heterogeneity, the Quartile Co-efficient of Dis-

persion (QCD) was included in the analysis. The QCD

confirmed increasing variation in ventilation with pro-

gressing disease, achieving significance when comparing

CLAD free vs. BOS ≥2 disease. Overall, in comparison

to the results of Bankier et al. [9] with expiratory CT the

MRI parameters showed a similar sensitivity (83% for

VDP2 RFV comparing CLAD0 - CLAD1 vs. 83% for

> 32% air trapping comparing CLAD - no CLAD) and

a lower specificity (60% vs. 89%). But considering the

other comparison in this study for CLAD0 - CLAD2 and

CLAD1 - CLAD2 with sensitivity > 71% and specificity

> 91% the MRI parameters show a comparable perfor-

mance as CT. Otherwise, Konen et al. [10] reported

much lower sensitivities (< 64%) using CT parameters

and concluded only a limited role of CT as screening test

for CLAD. Using PRM, Belloli et al. [12] showed the po-

tential role of CT functional small airways disease met-

rics for predicting graft survival. The utility of FD-MRI

as a prognostic indicator in CLAD is currently unclear

and requires suitably designed and powered longitudinal

studies. Nonetheless, patients exhibiting VDP1 eleva-

tions above the calculated 2% threshold had significantly

higher likelihood of subsequent graft loss, independent

of BOS stage at the time of MRI.

The functional information garnered from FD-MRI,

when combined with morphological MR data obtained

in HASTE scans, allowed MRI only identification of the

RAS phenotype. Although the numbers assessed were

small, the technique achieved 80% sensitivity with 96%

specificity. The missed RAS diagnosis first manifested

itself clinically, 2 months after scanning. The false pos-

itive diagnosis resulted from false interpretation of long-

standing peripheral fibrotic post-operative scarring of the

allograft. Given its retrospective nature and small sam-
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ple size, this study contains several important inherent

limitations. The use of an a priori patient cohort, se-

lected upon BOS stage may have potentially introduce

some selection bias into the cohort. The study reflects

a proof of concept study and should be interpreted as

such. Further experience with the techniques and large

scale, longitudinal studies with repeat scanning are nec-

essary to accurately characterize disease course. Regard-

ing the techniques used, it should be noted that regional

ventilation is not entirely homogenous in healthy lungs

in the supine position [27] and may well be influenced

by age, sex and body habitus. As a result adoption of a

universal threshold throughout the lung parenchyma for

all patients may be overly simplistic. Given the current

small numbers, no matching for potential confounders

was performed and will require detailed consideration in

future studies. Further technical limitations of the cur-

rent protocol are the inclusion of standardized planes

of lung parenchyma rather than the complete lung and

the limited spatial resolution employed. Although no

breath holding manoeuvres were needed, FD-MRI does

assume a rhythmic breathing cycle in order to generate

RFV values. As a result, variable breathing may result

in false calculated RFV. A fundamental limitation is in-

herent in the assumption that CLAD, particularly in the

early stages, manifests exclusively as ventilatory distur-

bance. Given recent assessments of early CLAD with

arterial spin-labelling MRI suggests that vascular dys-

function without accompanying airway dysfunction may

play an important role [28]. In conclusion, ventilation-

weighted FD-MRI appears to be a robust and patient-

friendly method of assessing CLAD. VDP and ventila-

tion heterogeneity are promising parameters for detect-

ing even early changes suggestive of CLAD. Early data

suggests additional roles in characterizing CLAD phe-

notypes, and potentially prediction of graft loss. Further

longitudinal studies are needed to validate the technique

and better characterize CLAD evolution.
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In Context

Finally, a further method devolopment for phase resolved functional lung imaging (PRE-
FUL) is presented and applied to conventionally acquired FD data of 2 healthy volun-
teers and a COPD, CTEPH and CF patient. Firstly, the feasibility of temporal enhanced
reconstruction of full cardiac and respiratory cycles is shown. Secondly, dynamic ven-
tilation and perfusion parameters are derived and demonstrated to correlate with DCE
MRI and parametric response mapping (PRM) CT. Using the ventilation cycle the con-
cept of the flow-volume loop from pulmonary function test is translated to a regional
FD equivalent. In conclusion, the capabilities of FD-MRI are enhanced and ready to be
tested in patient cohorts.
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Feasibility of Quantitative Regional Ventilation and
Perfusion Mapping With Phase-Resolved Functional
Lung (PREFUL) MRI in Healthy Volunteers and COPD,
CTEPH, and CF Patients

Andreas Voskrebenzev,1,2 Marcel Gutberlet,1,2 Filip Klime�s,1,2 Till F. Kaireit,1,2

Christian Sch€onfeld,1,2 Alexander Rot€armel,1,2 Frank Wacker,1,2 and Jens Vogel-Claussen1,2*

Purpose: In this feasibility study, a phase-resolved functional

lung imaging postprocessing method for extraction of dynamic

perfusion (Q) and ventilation (V) parameters using a conven-

tional 1H lung MRI Fourier decomposition acquisition is

introduced.

Methods: Time series of coronal gradient-echo MR images with

a temporal resolution of 288 to 324 ms of two healthy volunteers,

one patient with chronic thromboembolic hypertension, one

patient with cystic fibrosis, and one patient with chronic obstruc-

tive pulmonary disease were acquired at 1.5 T. Using a sine

model to estimate cardiac and respiratory phases of each

image, all images were sorted to reconstruct full cardiac and

respiratory cycles. Time to peak (TTP), V/Q maps, and fractional

ventilation flow-volume loops were calculated.

Results: For the volunteers, homogenous ventilation and per-

fusion TTP maps (V-TTP, Q-TTP) were obtained. The chronic

thromboembolic hypertension patient showed increased perfu-

sion TTP in hypoperfused regions in visual agreement with

dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI, which improved postpulmo-

nary endaterectomy surgery. Cystic fibrosis and chronic

obstructive pulmonary disease patients showed a pattern of

increased V-TTP and Q-TTP in regions of hypoventilation and

decreased perfusion. Fractional ventilation flow-volume loops

of the chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patient were

smaller in comparison with the healthy volunteer, and showed

regional differences in visual agreement with functional small

airways disease and emphysema on CT.

Conclusions: This study shows the feasibility of phase-

resolved functional lung imaging to gain quantitative informa-

tion regarding regional lung perfusion and ventilation without

the need for ultrafast imaging, which will be advantageous for

future clinical translation. Magn Reson Med 79:2306–2314,

2018. VC 2017 International Society for Magnetic Resonance

in Medicine.

Key words: Fourier decomposition; high temporal resolution;

lung; pulmonary MRI

INTRODUCTION

Fourier decomposition (FD) is a contrast agent–free 1HMR
image acquisition and postprocessing method for lung
perfusion (Q) and ventilation (V) assessment (1). Conven-
tionally, after image registration, the time series of each
voxel is analyzed with regard to the signal amplitude of
the cardiac and breathing frequency component, and
further quantified by using either the amplitude of a full
blood voxel (2) or the expiratory signal (3,4). This analysis
offers the possibility to acquire radiation-free V/Q maps
(5) simultaneously.

Bauman et al. used ultrafast sequence design with highly
accelerated parallel imaging to increase the temporal reso-
lution and resolve different cardiac phases to depict lung
perfusion (6). Fischer et al. introduced an alternative acqui-
sition scheme using a self-gating approach to reconstruct
full cardiac and respiratory cycles (7).

Using these methods, regional increase of perfusion-
related phase was shown in patients with cystic fibrosis
(6,8). Recently, the phase component of the signal was
used to calculate blood arrival time using the matrix
pencil decomposition (9).

But until now, no efforts have been made to assess the
ventilation-related phase and phase-based V/Q mapping.
Moreover, although the self-gating approach requires long
acquisition times and advanced sequence design, ultrafast
acquisition is limited in signal-to-noise ratio and spatial reso-
lution because of the very short acquisition time.

The purpose of this study is to introduce a postprocess-
ing based method for full respiratory and cardiac cycle
reconstruction, and the corresponding analysis of this
dynamic information. Using a standard spoiled gradient-
echo (GRE) sequence with a temporal resolution of 288 to
324 ms, which is comparable with conventional FD imag-
ing (1), an image-sorting algorithm was developed to pro-
duce phase resolved functional lung imaging (PREFUL)
with an interpolated temporal resolution of 33/55 ms. The
feasibility of this method is demonstrated using previously
acquired data of two healthy volunteers and three patients
with lung disease.
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METHODS

Subjects

One male healthy volunteer (25 years old) and one

female healthy volunteer (22 years old) without a history

of chronic lung or cardiac disease and no recent respira-

tory tract infection within the last 4 weeks, one female

patient (42 years old) with chronic thromboembolic

hypertension (CTEPH) before and 14 days after pulmo-

nary endarterectomy (PEA), one male patient (16 years

old) with cystic fibrosis (CF) and one female patient

(44 years old) with chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease (COPD, 63% forced expiratory flow at 1 s in

percentage of the predicted value, GOLD II) were

included in the study. The study was approved by the

ethics committee, and written informed consent was

obtained from all participants.

Imaging Procedure

A retrospective analysis of previously acquired FD data

was carried out for this study.
All participants underwent a FD examination as

described subsequently, with minor variations (depending

on the spatial resolution, the temporal resolution was

between 288 and 324 ms). All images were acquired on a

1.5 T scanner (Avanto, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen,

Germany) in head-first supine position. The acquisitions

were performed during free breathing (except for one volun-

teer, who was asked to perform an additional acquisition

during deep breathing) using a spoiled GRE sequence over a

period of 65 s at a temporal resolution of 324 ms with the

following sequence settings: field of view 50 � 50 cm2,

matrix size 256 � 192, slice thickness 15 mm, echo time

1.04 ms, repetition time 3 ms, flip angle 5�, bandwidth 1500

Hz/pixel, and parallel imaging with generalized autocali-

brating partially parallel acquisitions with acceleration factor

of two.
In addition to the FD protocol, the CTEPH patient under-

went a dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI examination

(same imaging protocol as in (10)). In addition to the

MRI protocol, the COPD patient underwent a chest CT

examination in inspiration and expiration on the same day

(64-multidetector row CT scanner, LightSpeed VCT, GE

Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI).

Registration and Filtering

The registration was performed with the freely available

Advanced Normalization Toolkit (11). All images were

registered toward one fixed image in intermediate lung

position using the group-oriented registration approach

as previously described (12).
Because, after a successful registration, all images con-

tain approximately the same edge information, they can

be averaged to get one image with a high signal-to-noise

ratio. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the whole

image time series without substantial image sharpness

loss, this averaged image is used as the guiding image

for edge-preserving guided image filtering (13).

Full Cardiac Cycle Reconstruction

The goal of PREFUL is to accurately estimate the cardiac

phase for each image of the acquired time series of images

sampled with a relatively low frequency (approximately 3

to 5 images per second) compared with the heart rate

(approximately 40 to 90 bpm). Hence, by reordering the

data corresponding to the estimated cardiac phases, the

full cardiac cycle can be resolved with considerably higher

temporal resolution than the sampling rate of the data

acquisition.
Figures 1a and 1b demonstrates the implementation of

this idea for a sine function (f¼ 1), which is sampled with

a sampling rate fs¼3 for 60 s, simulating an idealized FD

experiment. By sorting the samples according to their

phase, a perfect reconstruction of the sine wave is

obtained.
Figures 1c and 1d show the sampling of a more realistic

function with a slowly varying frequency (f¼ [1.05 0.95])

component. Although the variation is small, the

assumption of a constant frequency leads to cumulative

errors in the phase estimation, and to no successful

reconstruction.
Figures 1e and 1f show a possibility for more robust

phase estimation: Using the local maxima of the time series,

a piecewise (red/blue lines) sine fit (fit parameters: ampli-

tude, phase offset, frequency) is carried out. Independent of

the frequency, the correct phase is estimated and used to

recover an adequate sine function. Nevertheless, because of

the time-varying frequency, the reconstructed samples are

not lying on an equidistant time grid. However, using a

Nadaraya-Watson kernel (nonparametric) regression (14,15)

with a Gaussian kernel (sigma¼ 0.05), the function is

interpolated on a equidistant time grid (black solid line).
Figures 1g and 1h shows a time series and the correspond-

ing synthesized full cardiac cycle of a healthy volunteer.

Similar to the artificial data, a sine wave was reconstructed

successfully with 80% of acquisitions, showing a goodness

of fit above R2> 0.7.
The application of the presented concepts to the regis-

tered and filtered data was as follows:

1. Application of a high-pass filter at 0.8 Hz to remove

signal variations caused by respiration;
2. Manual segmentation of central lung vessels as a

region of interest (ROI) for spatial averaging to

obtain a signal time series (TS) for phase sorting. A

radiologist (J.V.C.) with 16 years of experience

supervised the whole segmentation process;
3. Subdivision of the TS into smaller sections using

the local maxima of the TS and a subsequent, piece-

wise sinusoidal fit (fit parameters: amplitude, phase

offset, frequency) (Fig. 1g);
4. Sorting the images into one cardiac cycle (Fig. 1h);
5. Nadaraya-Watson kernel (nonparametric) regression

using a Gaussian kernel (sigma¼0.1) to interpolate

30 phases at an equidistant time grid (Fig. 2) cover-

ing one cardiac cycle (nominal temporal resolution

of 33 ms, assuming a heart rate of fHeart¼ 1/s); and
6. Perfusion-related phase determination of each voxel

in relation to the vessels’ ROI in relative units of a

full cardiac cycle and Q-TTP calculation.

Phase-Resolved Functional Lung MRI 2307
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Because phase-related calculations always need a ref-
erence and not all slice positions necessarily show one
common vessel that can be used for this purpose, the
phase or Q-TTP will be dependent on the used reference
for phase sorting (see steps 2 to 4). To reduce this artifi-
cial Q-TTP variation between different slices, the follow-
ing assumptions were made:

1. The heart rate variation between different slice
acquisitions is negligible;

2. Each slice shows at least one healthy (perfused)
parenchyma region; and

3. Healthy parenchyma regions will have approxi-
mately the same phase in the whole lung.

Next, the parenchymal phase of the slice with the
main pulmonary artery was used to correct the other sli-
ces in such a way that the healthy parenchyma fulfills
the third assumption.

Full Respiratory Cycle Reconstruction

Whereas for perfusion, the heart frequency is more or
less stable and amplitude variations can be neglected,
the ventilation is more prone to variations in tidal
volume and frequency (16,17). Consequently, respira-
tion states with the same respiratory phase do not nec-
essarily share the same amplitude. Therefore, similarly
to the self-gating by Fischer et al. (7), it is convenient
to sort the ventilation with respect to the signal
amplitude.

For this purpose, the amplitude range R and offset C are
determined from the acquired data after an exclusion of
extreme outliers (data below 10%, extreme inspiration val-
ues, or above 95th percentile) and used for a model function
A(t) with an arbitrary chosen frequency fRespiration:

A tð Þ ¼ Rcos 2pfRespirationt
� �

þ C [1]

FIG. 1. Basic principle of the PREFUL MRI. An ideal sinusoid is acquired (a) and a full cycle with increased temporal resolution is recon-

structed (b) using the known fixed frequency. But using the same method for a sinusoid with a fluctuating frequency (c) results in strong arti-

facts (d). Instead, a piece-wise fit (alternating color) is applied to the same signal (e), and the phase is determined to reconstruct the full

cycle (f) (solid line shows the interpolated result). The sorting is also successfully applied in an actual measurement (g, h) with R2 � 70% for

80% of the measurements. The last row (i, j) shows the amplitude-based respiration sorting using a model function, after removing outliers

(red circles).

2308 Voskrebenzev et al.
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Using the respective slope and the model function, the
data are divided into inspiration and expiration. For this
purpose, the phase is calculated according to

tInspiration
�fRespiration ¼ cos�1 A tð Þ � Cð Þ=Rð Þ=ð2pÞ [2]

tExpiration
�fRespiration ¼ 1� cos�1 A tð Þ � Cð Þ=Rð Þ=ð2pÞ [3]

for expiration and inspiration, respectively. After sorting
the samples according to their phase, the ventilation at
equidistant time points during the respiration cycle is
calculated with the Nadaraya-Watson kernel regression
as mentioned previously. Then the fractional ventilation
(FV) is calculated according to Zapke et al. (4) without
the noise term:

FV tð Þ ¼ ðSExp � SðtÞÞ=SExp [4]

Figure 1j shows an exemplary synthesized full respira-
tory cycle of a healthy volunteer using the diaphragm
signal displayed in Figure 1i.

In summary, the application of the presented concepts
to the registered and filtered data was as follows:

1. Manual segmentation of a ROI covering the lung
parenchyma and diaphragm and a subsequent spa-
tial averaging using the unregistered data to gener-
ate a respiration TS (this step is actually carried out
before registration);

2. Application of a low-pass filter at 0.6 Hz to remove
signal variations caused by blood inflow;

3. Exclusion of extreme outliers (images with TS
below 10%, images in extreme inspiration or above
95th percentile, or images in extreme expiration,
which is more stable than inspiration);

4. Definition of a model function (Eq. [1]) based on the
range and offset of the TS;

5. Phase calculation for each image (using Eq. [2] or

[3]) after dividing the images into inspiratory and

expiratory phase of the respiratory cycle using the

slope of TS;
6. Nadaraya-Watson kernel (nonparametric) regression

using a Gaussian kernel (sigma¼0.1) to interpolate

60 phases at an equidistant time grid (Fig. 2)

covering one respiratory cycle (nominal temporal

resolution of 55 ms, using an arbitrary respiratory

rate of fRespiration¼ 0.3/s);
7. The FV for each time point during the respiratory

cycle is calculated according to Equation [4]; and
8. The VP of each voxel in relation to the diaphragm

TS (step 1) in relative units of a full ventilation

cycle and V-TTP calculation.

During step 6, a fixed respiratory frequency is used.

Therefore, the reconstructed full respiratory cycle does

not depend on the actual respiratory frequency of the

individual. Accordingly, V-TTP maps were calculated in

percentage of a full respiratory cycle. According to the

symmetry of the used ventilation model function (inspi-

ration at 50%), a healthy V-TTP should be at approxi-

mately 50% of the respiration cycle.
To analyze the obtained dynamic results in addition to

phase information, the FV TS (see step 7) was used to cal-

culate regional FV slopes (DFV=Dt) for a range of time

points during inspiration and expiration. Similar to flow-

volume loops analysis used for clinical pulmonary func-

tion tests (18), the FV slopes were also plotted as a func-

tion of FV. Therefore, the FV rate of change is displayed as

a function of lung volume, which also corresponds to spe-

cific time points during the respiratory cycle. Negative/

positive rate of change is associated with expiration/

inspiration. Because breathing is reconstructed as a

FIG. 2. Overview of the postprocessing. (i) The image time series is registered. (ii) Using appropriate ROIs, V- and Q-related time series

are obtained. (iii) A model-based sorting is carried out, and full cardiac and respiratory cycles are reconstructed. (iv) The images are

interpolated into a regular time grid and used for the parameter calculation. Perfusion-weighted maps, FV-, Q-, and V-related TTP and

the corresponding V/Q maps are obtained.
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periodic cycle, the resulting curve is a closed loop. The
MRI-derived FV slope analysis technique has the potential

to assess ventilation dynamics regionally during free tidal
volume breathing, compared with the global clinical flow-

volume curve measurements, which may need explicit
breathing maneuvers to detect lung disease.

Figure 2 provides an overview of the important post-
processing steps for full cardiac and respiratory cycle

reconstruction.

Image Analysis

Considering all ventilation and perfusion values, the

threshold for healthy values was defined as the median
value – 4 * standard deviation for FV, and the median

value – 0.5 * standard deviation for Q-weighted values.
Values below the threshold were rated as ventilation or
perfusion defect. The factors 4 and 0.5 were set accord-

ing to the volunteer data.
For V-TTP, values with 50610% deviation were rated

as ventilation defects. For Q-TTP, all voxels with

Q-TTP> 200 ms (95th percentile of the volunteer data)
were rated as perfusion defects. Thus, binary ventilation
and perfusion maps were generated and used for a V/Q

or V/Q-TTP map to visualize V/Q match and mismatch.
Using these maps, the V/Q match percentage (VQM),

ventilation defect percentage (VDP), and perfusion defect

percentage (QDP) were calculated. The median value
inside a user-defined ROI for healthy perfused/ventilated
parenchyma was also used to create normalized V/Q or

V/Q-TTP (50% was used as a healthy value for V-TTP)
histograms (1¼healthy value).

Computed Tomography Analysis

Using a dedicated lung CT software (MeVisPULMO 3D,
Fraunhofer MEVIS, Bremen, Germany), nonpulmonary

structures were separated from the lungs (19). To match
FD and CT slice positions, a landmark-based algorithm
was used. Parametric response mapping was carried out to

classify lung parenchyma as normal or affected by small
airway disease or emphysema (20). Finally, a visual com-

parison to the PREFUL ventilation results was carried out.

RESULTS

Image Sorting

The fit and sorting quality of all subjects in this study

were as follows: Volunteer 79% (62–84%), CTEPH 87%
(68–94%), CTEPH Post Op 67% (35–100%), CF 76%
(46–88%) and COPD with 48% (41–56%).

Ventilation/Perfusion Mapping in Patients with COPD,
CTEPH, and CF

Figure 3 and Supporting Figure 1 show the overview of
all subjects and all parameters for one slice.

The volunteer shows a homogenous FV map, no

delayed ventilation (except for small regions in vessels),
no perfusion defects, homogenous phase distribution
except for a small region in the right upper lobe, and

high VQM (92%). The histograms show high V/Q and
V/Q-TTP match.

The COPD patient shows ventilation defects, which are
also visible as V-TTP heterogeneity. The Q-weighted map
indicates small regions with hypoperfusion. The Q-TTP
shows an overall increased phase (86 ms) in comparison
with the healthy volunteer (27 ms). The V/Q map shows
VDP/QDP of 13%/10%. The V-TTP distribution shows a
tail toward higher values and there is a visible peak for
very low Q-weighted values in the V/Q distribution.

The CTEPH patient (before PEA) shows very similar
ventilation results in comparison to the healthy volunteer,
but many regions with notable hypoperfusion, resulting in
a strong phase delay on the Q-TTP map (252 ms). The V/Q
map shows a high QDP (72%) and no ventilation defects.
The low q-weighted values lead to a prominent peak in the
Q histogram, and the increased Q-TTP values result in a
second peak at high Q-TTP values.

The CF patient shows heterogeneous ventilation and
perfusion results. The Q-TTP map especially indicates
many regions with abnormal perfusion, which are not as
prominent on the q-weighted map.

Perfusion

In the Supporting Animations 1 and 2, the time-resolved
cardiac cycle of a healthy volunteer and CTEPH patient
is shown. In concordance with physiology, the blood
flow starts at the central vessels and continues at the
first-generation vessels before it arrives in the peripheral
lung parenchyma. This is also reflected in the Q-TTP
map as shown in Supporting Figure 2. For CTEPH, Sup-
porting Figure 2 shows the comparison of DCE and car-
diac PREFUL dynamics. Both methods show wedge-
shaped regions with reduced and delayed perfusion,
especially in the lower lung segments.

Supporting Figure 3 summarizes the PREFUL and DCE
results for the CTEPH patient before and after pulmonary
endarterectomy. Both methods show a visible perfusion
improvement after PEA. The Q-TTP maps show a
reduced delay and a more homogenous distribution
(QDP before 72–96%/after 11–31%) after PEA. The V/Q
distributions show an increased VQ match after PEA.

Ventilation

Figure 4a shows FV flow-volume loops for the whole res-
piration cycle for a healthy volunteer performing normal
tidal volume and deep breathing. As expected, the FV
flow-volume loop is larger for deep breathing. According
to the parametric response mapping CT analysis in Fig-
ure 4b, primarily the lower lung lobes of the COPD
patient are affected by small airway disease and emphy-
sema. Accordingly, the FV flow-volume loop of the
lower lung shows a smaller loop size in comparison
with the healthy volunteer. The flow-volume loop of the
upper lung is larger in comparison with the healthy vol-
unteer (Fig. 4c). Further details of the regional dynamic
ventilation analysis are shown in Figure 5.

DISCUSSION

The main findings of this work are as follows:

1. It is feasible to obtain quantified phase-resolved per-
fusion and ventilation-related information using a
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standard spoiled GRE sequence and the presented
postprocessing algorithm in patients and healthy
volunteers;

2. The perfusion phase maps show plausible results as
expected from physiology and derived from DCE;

3. Using the phase information of the total respiratory

cycle, it is possible to quantify regional respiration

dynamics using V-TTP and FV flow-volume loop

analysis; and
4. Because of the perfect spatial overlap between per-

fusion and ventilation maps, which is inherent in

the FD technique, it is possible to obtain V/Q (TTP)

maps.

The presented algorithm uses the acquisition of many
breathing and cardiac cycles to increase the effective

temporal resolution, enabling a phase-resolved analysis
similar to previous works, which use an ultrafast acquisi-
tion or a self-gating approach. For cardiac reconstruction,
a sinusoidal signal time series is assumed. To account
for small variations in heart frequency, a piece-by-piece
fitting is introduced. The fit results suggest a good stabil-
ity of this method. In fact, like discussed by Fischer
et al., the magnetization of blood in a spoiled GRE with
repetition time/T1 less than 1 is governed by a cosðaÞn

decay (where a is the flip angle and n is the number of
excitation pulses) (21). However, because of an easier
implementation (e.g., fitting over several cardiac cycles)
for this study, the sine-fitting model was used.

Similar to self-gated non-contrast-enhanced functional
lung imaging (SENCEFUL) and ultrafast imaging, homog-
enous results for perfusion-related phase were obtained

FIG. 3. Results for a normal volunteer (25 years), a COPD patient (44 years, forced expiratory flow in the first second in percentage of

the predicted (FEV1) 62%), CTEPH patient (42 years), and a CF patient (16 years, FEV1 101%). The rows show the FV, V-TTP maps

(median and interquartile range is provided), Q-weighted maps, Q-TTP maps (median and interquartile range provided) and V/Q-TTP

maps (V/Q match percentage, ventilation defect percentage, and perfusion defect percentage provided). As expected, the Q-TTP times

of the CTEPH patient are markedly prolonged compared with the normal volunteer. However, the Q-TTP times in the COPD and CF

patient are also somewhat higher compared with the normal volunteer, indicating hypoperfusion, which is well described in these

patients (25,26).
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in the lung parenchyma for the healthy volunteer. The
CTEPH patient showed lung regions of increased Q-TTP
with good visual correspondence to regions with low
pulmonary blood flow and increased TTP values derived
by DCE MRI. Similarly to PREFUL, for a CF patient,
ultrafast imaging showed regions with Q-TTP of approxi-
mately 300 ms and healthy lung regions with less than
75 ms (6). In accordance, using SENCEFUL, Veldhoen
et al noticed significant differences in the perfusion
phase between healthy controls and CF patients (8).
Whether V/Q-TTP parameters can offer added value to
conventional FD V/Q mapping and clinically established
lung function test parameters remains to be tested in
future studies.

Using fluorodensimetry, George and Weill showed that
there is a specific shift of ventilation toward upper lung
segments and an altered diaphragm function in the pres-
ence of air trapping (22) in COPD patients. In our study,
the FV flow-volume loop for the COPD patient was com-
parable/slightly larger compared with the healthy volun-
teer in the upper lobes, whereas the lower lungs showed
a notably smaller FV flow-volume loop. These results
correlated visually well with the CT-based parametric
response mapping analysis, which showed regions with
small airway disease and emphysema predominantly in
the lower lungs. Compared with the normal volunteer,
the slightly larger upper lung FV flow-volume loop in
the COPD patient may represent a compensation of

FIG. 4. a: The FV flow-volume loop of a healthy 22-year-old volunteer as a function of FV for tidal and deep breathing. b: Parametric

response mapping CT data of a COPD patient (FEV1 63% predicted, GOLD II), who showed predominant disease in both lower lobes.

Dividing the lung in upper and lower lobes (white dashed line), the lung parenchyma is classified as normal, affected by functional small

airway disease or emphysema. c: Normal free-breathing FV flow-volume loops for the 25-year-old healthy volunteer and the COPD

patient. Similar to CT, the MRI results of the COPD patient were divided in upper and lower lobes (COPD WL shows the results for the

whole lung). In accordance with the results in (b), the upper lobes of the COPD patient show even a slightly larger FV flow-volume loop

compared with the volunteer, whereas the FV flow-volume loop of the lower lobes is smaller.

FIG. 5. The FV slopes at different relative positions during inspiration and expiration (e.g., halfway through inspiration at 50%), with num-

bers showing the median absolute FV slope in percentage/s. Note that especially in the predominantly affected lower lobes, the FV flow

(slope) is lower at the beginning of expiration and even higher toward end-expiration, compared with the less-affected upper lobes (see

Fig. 4b), which appear to compensate for the lower lobe dysfunction, which is also documented in the larger free-breathing FV flow-

volume loop compared with the normal volunteer (Fig. 4c)
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regional lung function for the more diseased lower lobes.
Therefore, FV flow volume loops might be a new way of

assessing regional lung function dynamics similar to
global flow volume measurements as performed by spi-
rometry (23,24). Because of the additional regional infor-

mation, this method appears to be sensitive to
differences even during normal tidal breathing. There-
fore, potentially strenuous and patient-dependent breath-

ing maneuvers like in the clinical flow-volume loop
analysis may not be necessary.

In addition to the increased acquisition time, SENCEFUL
has some relevant advantages. Although the ventilation

reconstruction is very similar, SENCEFUL can reconstruct
images purely in diastole. This disadvantage is addressed
in PREFUL by using low-pass filter before sorting. Using

quasi-random acquisition, SENCEFUL is not prone to
acquisition/cardiac synchronization, which might lead to a
repeated collection of the same phases in PREFUL.

Furthermore, the presented phase sorting assumes an

instantaneous measurement process (i.e., no movement
during measurement). Although the MRI acquisition
takes a considerable amount of time to fill the whole k-

space, the contrast information is predominantly con-
tained in the central k-space lines. Therefore, it is rea-
sonable to assume that the measurement of contrast

information is nearly instantaneous.
One further drawback of this study is the need for

arbitrary thresholds and manual classification of healthy
lung regions. It is not always evident which region can

be considered healthy, and not every slice has to neces-
sarily comprise such regions. Nevertheless, these ROIs
enabled a normalization of cardiac phase for slices with-

out the main pulmonary artery, and therefore one spe-
cific and reproducible phase reference for Q-TTP.

One general problem of secondary parameters (as
phase or TTP) derived from the signal time series, for

example, is the definition of minimal signal amplitude,
which is needed for a reliable calculation. The regional
cross-correlation (Supporting Fig. 4) indicates that hypo-

perfused lung regions in a CTEPH patient show an
altered signal course (unclear whether it is caused by
noise or a real cause) in comparison with the reference

signal used for the phase sorting. Unfortunately, it is
beyond the scope of this study to define the possible
error in the subsequent parameter calculation.

In conclusion, this study shows the feasibility of a

postprocessing-based image sorting method to gain quan-
titative information regarding regional lung parenchymal
perfusion and ventilation without the need for ultrafast
imaging or implementation of self-gating techniques,

which will be especially advantageous for dissemination
of this technique in the routine clinical work flow.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of
this article.

Fig. S1. Results for a normal volunteer (25 years), a COPD patient (44
years, FEV1 62%), CTEPH patient (42 years), and a CF patient (16 years,
FEV1 101%). The first row shows the morphology information (T2-weighted
echo-planar fast spin-echo sequence, except volunteer: registered and
averaged FD acquisition). The next rows show the FV, V-TTP (median and
interquartile range provided), Q-weighted maps, Q-TTP (median and inter-
quartile range provided) maps, V/Q-TTP maps (V/Q match percentage, ven-
tilation defect percentage, and perfusion defect percentage provided) and
histograms and V/Q histograms. The V/Q-TTP maps and histograms are
calculated based on the V/Q-TTP maps, whereas for the V/Q histograms
the FV and Q-weighted maps are used. As expected, the Q-TTP times of

the CTEPH patient are markedly prolonged compared with the normal vol-
unteer. However, the Q-TTP times in the COPD and CF patient are also
somewhat higher compared with the normal volunteer, indicating hypoper-
fusion, which is well described in these patients (25,26). Notice the V/Q-
TTP histogram match for the volunteer, the tails of the COPD V-TTP/CTEPH
Q-TTP histogram, and the shifted Q-TTP histogram of the CF patient.
Fig. S2. Perfusion-weighted images and the corresponding Q-TTP maps
for the healthy volunteer and a CTEPH patient (before pulmonary endarter-
ectomy). Additionally, the DCE-derived pulmonary blood flow and TTP
maps are shown for the CTEPH patient. Please note the different scaling of
the TTP maps. The TTP map of the volunteer shows only a slight delay
(median 27 ms, interquartile range 32 ms), whereas for the CTEPH patient,
the Q-TTP (median 252 ms, interquartile range 196 ms) and DCE-TTP show
corresponding regions of phase/blood flow delay. (See also Supporting Ani-
mations 1 and 2.)
Fig. S3. DCE and PREFUL results of the CTEPH patient before and 14
days after pulmonary endarterectomy. The Q-weighted PREFUL results
show a good correspondence to the DCE pulmonary blood flow maps.
Please note the significant reduction of Q-TTP values after pulmonary end-
arterectomy on all slices (median values and interquartile range provided).
Using the Q-TTP and V-TTP (not shown here) maps, the V/Q results (V/Q
match, V defect, and Q defect provided in percentage) also indicate a
reduction of Q defects.
Fig. S4. Maximal cross-correlation after full cardiac reconstruction between
the signal in a central vessel ROI (reference) and the regional TS in the
lung. The reduced cross-correlation for the CTEPH before pulmonary end-
arterectomy (median 0.53, interquartile range (IQR) 0.20) in comparison
with CTEPH after pulmonary endarterectomy (median 0.78, IQR 0.19) and
the healthy volunteer (median 0.79, IQR 0.15) indicates a signal shape alter-
nation in hypoperfused regions.
Animation 1. Full cardiac cycle of a healthy volunteer.
Animation 2. Full cardiac cycle of a CTEPH patient.
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Figure 2.1: shows the results for a normal volunteer (25 years), a COPD (44 years, 62
FEV1%), CTEPH (42 years) and a CF (84% FEV1%, 16 years) patient. The
first row shows the morphology information (T2 weighted echo-planar fast
spin echo sequence, except volunteer: registered and averaged FD acquisi-
tion). The next rows show the FV, V-TTP (median and interquartile range
is provided), Q-weighted maps, Q-TTP (median and interquartile range is
provided) maps, V/Q-TTP maps (V/Q match percentage (VQM), ventila-
tion defect percentage (VDP) and perfusion defect percentage (QDP) are
provided) and histograms and V/Q histograms. The V/Q-TTP maps and
histograms are calculated based on the V/Q-TTP maps, whereas for the
V/Q histograms the FV and Q-weighted maps are used. As expected the
Q-TTP times of the CTEPH patient are markedly prolonged compared to
the normal volunteer. However, also Q-TTP times in the COPD and CF
patient are somewhat higher compared to the normal volunteer indicating
hypoperfusion, which is well described in these patients (25,26). Notice the
V/Q-TTP histogram match for the volunteer, the tails of the COPD V-TTP
/ CTEPH Q-TTP histogram and the shifted Q-TTP histogram of the CF
patient.
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Figure 2.2: shows the perfusion-weighted images and the corresponding time-to-peak
(Q-TTP) maps for the healthy volunteer and a chronic thomboembolic hy-
pertension (CTEPH) patient (prior to pulmonary endarterectomy (PEA)).
Additionally, the dynamic contrast enhanced MRI (DCE) derived pulmonary
blood flow (PBF) and TTP maps are shown for the CTEPH patient. Please
note the different scaling of the TTP maps. The TTP map of the volun-
teer shows only a slight delay (median 27 ms, interquartile range 32 ms).
Whereas, for the CTEPH patient, the Q-TTP (median 252 ms, interquartile
range 196 ms) and DCE-TTP show corresponding regions of phase-/ blood
flow delay. Please see also supporting animation 1 and 2.
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Figure 2.3: shows the DCE and PREFUL results of the CTEPH patient before and 14
days post PEA. The Q-weighted PREFUL results show a good correspon-
dence to the DCE PBF maps. Please note the significant reduction of Q-TTP
values post PEA on all slices (median values and interquartile range are pro-
vided). Using the Q-TTP and V-TTP (not shown here) maps also the V/Q
results (V/Q match, V defect and Q defect provided in percent) indicate a
reduction of Q defects.
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Figure 2.4: shows the maximal cross-correlation after full cardiac reconstruction between
the signal in a central vessel ROI (reference) and the regional time-series in
the lung. The reduced cross-correlation for the CTEPH pre PEA (median
0.53, interquartile range (IQR) 0.20) in comparison to CTEPH post PEA
(median 0.78, IQR 0.19) and the healthy volunteer (median 0.79, IQR 0.15)
indicates a signal shape alternation in hypo-perfused regions.
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Animation 1 Shows the full cardiac cycle of a healthy volunteer. Please note the
propagation of the blood flow during the cardiac cycle.
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Animation 2 shows the full cardiac cycle of a CTEPH patient. Please note the regions
with delayed perfusion in the lung parenchyma.
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Animation 3 shows the full respiratory cycle of a healthy volunteer. Please note the
homogenous increase of FV during the respiratory cycle.
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Animation 4 shows the full respiratory cycle of a COPD patient. Please note the
delayed ventilation in some lung parenchyma regions.
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3 Outlook

Since Fourier Decomposition is a 2D imaging method it encompasses some inherent
drawbacks. The complex movement of the diaphragm potentially cause problems dur-
ing image registration due to through-plane-motion. Furthermore, the heterogeneous
distribution of the lung disease pathology (e.g. CLAD) conceivably requires an acquisi-
tion of the whole lung. Although a subsequent acquisition of multiple slices for whole
lung coverage is possible, it is not apparent how to combine the individual slices to one
consistent lung data set. This is mainly due to high variability of the respiration during
and also between slice acquisitions. Masuda and Haneishi proposed the use of a sagittal
acquisition as a navigator to reconstruct 3D images from 2D coronal acquisitions [56].
Translating this idea to FD, the feasibility of a pseudo 3D fractional mapping of the
whole lung is demonstrated. Although this method is able to reconstruct consistent
3D data sets, the total acquisition time and SNR is still inferior to a true 3D acquisi-
tion. Therefore, also a 3D MRI sequence approach is presented for regional ventilation
calculation. To maintain the FD specific free-breathing acquisition, self-navigation is
used to reconstruct 3D images in different respiratory states without the requirement
for breath hold. Although the reconstructed 3D data shows more consistent FV values
in comparison with the 2D method, the image quality needs to be improved. Since the
perfusion contrast in FD is based on the slice selective excitation, future studies possibly
also work on preserving the q-weighted information in a 3D acquisition.
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stack of stars golden angle acquisition strategy. The re-

sults show that FD is the superior method in reproducing

a high image quality but exhibits the expected problems

with consistent quantification. Contrary, 3D-FV shows

very similar FV curves as a function of slice location.

Nevertheless, in 3D-FV artifacts occur, which are proba-

bly due to under-sampling and low signal-to-noise ratio.

In this regard it should be noted that the 3D acquisition

was performed in 6 Minutes, whereas the 2D acquisition

required at least 10 Minutes. Compressed sensing and

parallel imaging techniques should help improving im-

age quality of 3D-FV and retain the shortened acquisition

time. While FD-FV is optimized to calculate ventilation

from the most probable respiratory depth for each slice,

p3D-FV uses the respiratory depth with highest probabil-

ity in all slices. Therefore, the image quality of p3D-FV

is highly dependent on the amount of shared respiratory

depth in all slices. Hence, it might be advised to use at

least a deep breathing command during sagittal acqui-

sition, which will ensure that navigation information is

available for all slices. A gravitational dependence of

ventilation as reported in the literature [14] was only vis-

ible for volunteer 3 (≈ 0.02FV/cm). A shallow breathing

as performed by the other volunteers might impede the

detection of this effect. Overall, the results suggest that

3D-FV will be an attractive alternative to FD for venti-

lation mapping after implementation of advanced recon-

struction techniques. The p3D-FVM approach did not

show an apparent advantage, but improvements in the

post-processing and adapted acquisition could result in

a valuable complementary analysis at the cost of one ad-

ditional scan.
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4 Summary and Discussion

Overall the results of this thesis are categorized into method development, reproducibility
analysis and application in patients and can be summarized as follows:

• The image quality of conventional FD (Image sharpness metric ISM=22%, paren-
chymal-vessel contrast CPV = 14%) can be improved (→ ISM=27%, CPV = 35%)
by using low-pass filtering and amplitude calculation in the time domain (LIDA)
in combination with a step-by-step group-oriented registration (GOREG).

• The reproducibility and inter-subject variability of FV is mainly affected by tidal
volume variability between and during the FD measurements. Using an approxi-
mated 2D lung inflation measurement (area adjustment) it is possible to improve
reproducibility and reduce the inter-subject variability (coefficient of determina-
tion R2 = 71%, intraclass correlation coefficient ICC = 93% → R2 = 84%, ICC =
97%).

• The FD derived volume defect percentage (VDP) and quartile coefficient of dis-
persion (QCD) in the FV map show a high sensitivity to distinguish different BOS
stages in patients with CLAD (area under the curve AUC: 0.71-0.85; depending on
the CLAD groups). Patients with elevated VDP also show a significantly increased
likelihood of graft loss (p = 0.004).

• The role of area adjustment for BOS stage classification was negligible and did not
lead to significant improvements.

• The temporal resolution of a conventional FD acquisition (≈ 300ms) can be ar-
tificially increased by using a sine model function (PREFUL). This enables the
calculation of full cardiac and respiratory cycles with an adequate temporal reso-
lution for phase or time-to-peak (TTP) calculations. The obtained results for the
COPD and CF patient were in concordance with CT and DCE findings.

• V/Q maps derived from q-weighted maps and FV or V-TTP and Q-TTP show
patterns of V/Q match or V/Q mismatch in a COPD, CTEPH and CF patient,
which are well reported in these patients.

For the first method improvement two existing approaches were combined. While the
first approach consists of averaging expiratory and inspiratory time frames [26], the
second approach utilizes the Fourier analysis to separate the ventilation and perfusion
components. Especially ventilation is prone to high variability and can therefore produce
several peaks in the Fourier domain. Using a broad low-pass it is possible to avoid the
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need to select a specific peak, while at the same time removing the perfusion component.
The subsequent amplitude calculation in the time domain offers the advantage of using
a specific range of tidal volume values and therefore a reduced susceptibility to outliers.
Furthermore, the time domain calculation makes use of the real value, which leads to a
noise cancellation in e.g. vessels or regions outside the lung. This is one possible reason
for a reduced vessel - parenchyma contrast of conventional FD in comparison with LIDA.
Other authors propose the use of a wavelet decomposition (WD) to deal with temporal
variations of respiratory and cardiac frequencies [37, 38]. Unlike FD, WD makes use of
basis functions (wavelets) with different (temporal) lengths and therefore can depict the
time dependent frequency behavior. Although being a promising approach, no further
studies were conducted with WD. Beside longer calculation times, one potential rea-
son is the trade off between temporal and frequency resolution, which possibly reduces
the actual image quality improvement. Recently, Bauman and Bieri showed problems
regarding the spectral leakage which can arise with the Fourier approach when using
truncated samples and introduced matrix pencil decomposition (MP) as an alternative
approach [40]. Wujcicki et al. presented a histogram-based method for optimal filter
construction and showed a reduced mutual information coefficient between perfusion and
ventilation images in comparison with conventional FD [39]. Considering the amount
of different acquisition and post-processing approaches, LIDA and GOREG were only
tested against the conventional FD approach. It is reasonable to assume that a combi-
nation of different approaches (e.g. the optimal filter construction) with GOREG and
LIDA will lead to further image quality improvement. Although GOREG was only
tested with one registration algorithm (advanced normalization tools [58]), the proposed
registration scheme can be applied to other algorithms as well.
Considering that a long acquisition of a periodic signal with a low temporal resolution will
eventually capture all phases (or features), a sine model was used to estimate the cardiac
and respiratory phases during FD acquisition. Full cardiac and respiratory cycles with
enhanced temporal resolution allow the calculation of dynamic parameters like time-to-
peak and ΔFV

/

Δt as a function of FV. Contrary to previous approaches, which utilize

ultra-fast imaging [47] or self-gated acquisition [41], this method is a post-processing
algorithm, which can be applied to conventional FD data. Nevertheless similar delay
times and phase distributions were found for the healthy volunteers and the CF patient
in comparison with the existing methods [47, 43]. The results of the CTEPH and
COPD patients were in concordance with CT and DCE findings. This phase resolved
functional lung imaging (PREFUL) can be considered as a further development of the
LIDA method (FV and Q-weighted images are still calculated in the time domain)
and can be combined with the GOREG approach. The major limitation of this post-
processing method is the possible synchronization of cardiac and acquisition frequencies,
which will lead to incomplete phase recovery.
In a healthy volunteer study with twelve participants a moderate reproducibility of
ventilation was found (ICC = 93 %, coefficient of determination R2 = 71%), which is
comparable to the results by Lederlin et al. (ICC = 86 %, Spearmans rank correlation
coefficient ρ = 86%) [50]. Using a MRI compatible spirometer the tidal volume variations
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were confirmed as the main factor for reduced reproducibility. Using an automated lung
area calculation, it was possible to increase the reproducibility (R2 = 84%, ICC = 97
%) and reduce the inter-subject variability (coefficient of variation 23% → 16% for the
middle slice). Nevertheless, the results of the patient study suggest a possible drawback
of this normalization: Global changes of absolute ventilation parameters are a known
consequence of many lung diseases. Therefore a normalization possibly masks these
global changes and lead to less sensitive results. Unfortunately it is not obvious how
to conduct a normalization, which on the one hand reduces the short-term (reversible)
variability caused by anxiety and form of the day and on the other hand does not affect
the long-term changes caused by the respective lung disease.
The patient study in this thesis is the first application of FD in a large patient cohort after
double lung transplantation. Two FD derived parameters showed significant results:
Firstly, VDP, which was calculated using an optimal threshold as derived from area
under the curve analysis. Secondly, the QCD, which is a FV heterogeneity measurement.
Both parameters were suited to distinguish between CLAD patients with BOS 0 and
BOS 1-2 (pVDP = 0.001, pQCD = 0.001) and CLAD patients with BOS 0p-1 and BOS
2-3 (pVDP = 0.008, pQCD = 0.049). Using an intermediate threshold a discriminatory
trend was found for BOS 0 and BOS 0p-1 (p = 0.079). Patients with elevated VDP
also showed a significantly increased likelihood of graft loss (p = 0.004). The obtained
results show a similar performance in comparison with expiratory CT [59] and oxygen
enhanced MRI [23]. The main limitation of this study is the assumption that CLAD
manifests exclusively as ventilatory disturbance. But recent results of arterial spin-
labeling suggest that vascular dysfunction without accompanying airway dysfunction
may play an important role [60].
As outlook the feasibility of two approaches for 3D ventilation mapping is presented.
Although both methods show inferior image quality in comparison with conventional FD,
a minor adjustment in the protocol for the sagittal acquisition (deep breathing for more
data overlap) and more advanced reconstruction techniques (compressed sensing) for the
self-gated acquisition might solve this issue. Nevertheless, it is currently unknown how
to preserve the perfusion contrast using a true 3D acquisition. Therefore it is unlikely
that 2D FD will be replaced by 3D FD in the near future.
In conclusion, this thesis delivers an important contribution towards the clinical transla-
tion of the FD method by improving the image quality [53], an extensive analysis of the
ventilation reproducibility [54], the method development for dynamic FD parameters
[55] and the successful application of FD in a large patient cohort [61].
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